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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
One of the most intriguing phenomena in biology is the cellular pro-
cess that regulates gene expression. Most of the basic principles 
of gene regulation in prokaryotes are well understood these days. 
Some of these mechanisms also operate in eukaryotes. However, the 
situation in higher organisms is far more complicated due to the 
many developmental processes which lead to highly differentiated 
tissues. Furthermore, the study of gene expression in eukaryotes 
meets with practical difficulties: even primitive eukaryotes con-
tain many more genes than E.coli, the prokaryote which has been 
the most thoroughly studied. Therefore, most data pertaining to the 
structure and expression of genes in eukaryotes have been obtained 
using cell types in which just a few genes are expressed at high 
levels. Examples are reticulocytes which mainly produce globin chains 
or lens cortex cells which synthesize large amounts of structural 
proteins called crystallines. Recently, in these systems many fasci-
nating aspects of gene structure and transcription and of proces-
sing and translation of the RNA products have been elucidated. How-
ever, only little progress has been reported in studies of the 
regulatory mechanisms which control the induction and repression 
of genes in terminally differentiated cell types. Furthermore, the 
induction of the genes typical for the differentiated state of the 
tissue requires a predifferentiation of that tissue. Although the 
gene induction itself may be studied (for example: the secondary 
stimulation by estrogen in the oviduct) this predifferentiation 
step (for example, during the primary response to estrogen) is much 
less amenable to experimental study. An alternative approach to 
this problem is the study of the heat shock genes of Drosophila. 
This system offers the possibility to directly induce gene activity 
by relative simple experimental stimuli. In recent years, many pa-
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pers have been published all concerning the complex response of 
Drosophila tissues to heat shock or other external inducers. I hope 
that the work presented in this thesis will contribute significant-
ly to the present knowledge of the mechanisms of this response. 
Heat shock in Drosophila 
The history of the heat shock system starts with the observations of 
Ritossa (1962, 1964a), who discovered that gene activity in larval 
salivary glands from Drosophila can be experimentally induced as in-
dicated by the appearance of a unique set of puffs on the polytene 
chromosomes. The activation of the same loci can be achieved by a 
wide variety of treatments, for instance by increasing the environ-
mental temperature about 10oC, which in fact explains the name of 
this system, but also by agents which interfere with cellular meta-
bolism. In D. melanogaster, the species most data refer to, there 
appear nine puffs at specific sites on the chromosomes after a heat 
shock (Ritossa, 1962; Ashburner, 1970; Ellgaard, 1972). Other Dro-
sophila species show a similar response, for example six puffs are 
induced in D. hydei (Berendes et al., 1965; Leenders et al., 1973). 
Induction of the puff? starts within 1 min after increasing the tem-
perature and requires RNA but not protein synthesis. Remarkable is 
the fact that the activity of the remainder of the chromosome, in-
cluding other puffs present at the time the heat shock began, re-
gresses simultanously (Bonner and Pardue, 1976). 
Furthermore, Tissières et al. (1974) discovered another very inter-
esting aspect of this system: a drastic change occurs in the protein 
synthetic pattern after a heat shock, resulting in the preferential 
synthesis of a specific set of polypeptides. It was found that all 
tissues, including the permanent cell lines, show this heat shock 
response at the level of RNA and protein synthesis. Thus, a heat 
shock induces the transcription of a specific set of RNAs, such as 
occurs in the puffs of the polytene chromosomes, and the major part 
of this RNA functions as messenger RNA and is preferentially trans-
lated into a set of polypeptides called the heat shock proteins. 
The effect of heat shock is reversible unless the treatment is con-
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tinued for a prolonged period of time. In their natural environment 
Drosophila larvae may frequently meet situations such as brief heat 
shock due to exposure to the sun. Therefore it is suggested that the 
response is homeostatic, tending to alleviate the stress situation 
caused by the initial stimulus. More of less analogous responses to 
heat shock or other inducing treatments have been described in chick 
fibroblasts (Kelley and Schlesinger, 1978), plants (Sachs and Free-
ling, 1978) and protozoa (Guttman et al., 1980), indicating that 
this complex response may be a common event which enables an orga­
nism to survive temporary defects in the cellular metabolism. 
The induction of the heat shock genes 
Besides the heat shock itself, there exist a wide variety of agents 
which induce a more or less comparable response in Drosophila (fOr 
review see Ashburner and Bonner, 1979). Amoung those one will find 
uncouplers of oxidative phosphorylation, inhibitors of electron 
transport, hydrogen acceptors and inhibitors of various enzymes and 
other cellular functions. Whether or not all these agents act via a 
common pathway cannot yet be decided. 
Leenders et al. (1974) have suggested that the mitochondrial electron 
transport and oxidative phosphorylation could be the primary targets 
of many of the inducing agents on the basis of the following ob­
servations. The kinetic properties of several mitochondrial enzymes 
involved in these processes change during heat shock or recovery 
from anoxia. The change in specific activity of some enzymes proce­
des the induction of the heat shock loci and has shown to be inde­
pendent of RNA synthesis which suggests that these processes are 
involved in the induction of the heat shock response. 
For example, the increase of the app. К of the mitochondrial <*-gly-
cerophosphate oxidase may be related to the induction of one of the 
temperature sensitive loci. This change, which can be obtained with 
several inhibitors, such as arsenite, rotenone, antimycin and dini-
trophenol, was suggested to be due to a modification of the enzyme: 
a protein component would be released from the complex and trans­
mitted directly or indirectly to the nucleus and induce one of the 
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sensitive loci. However, the initial increase of the app. К of л-
glycerophosphate oxidase may be a secondary effect which results 
from an allosteric deactivation of this enzyme due to the simulta-
nously rapid decreasing concentration of the substrate A-glycero-
phosphate. This explanation is supported by the observation (Vossen, 
unpublished results) that addition of «-glycerophosphate prior to 
the puff inducing treatment reduced the change in the app. К of the 
mitochondrial oc-glycerophosphate oxidase. A secondary increase in 
the app. К of this enzyme, which occurs after prolonged tempera­
ture treatment, may still be related to a modification of the oi-gly-
cerophosphate oxidase since it can be prevented with eserine sul­
phate, an inhibitor of carboxyl esterase. 
The idea that the heat shock response would be triggered in some 
part of the cytoplasm is supported by the experiments of Sin (1975) 
and Compton and McCarthy (1978). For instance. Sin prepared a heat-
labile, nondialyzable fraction from temperature treated isolated 
mitochondria which was capable of inducing two heat shock loci when 
injected in the cytoplasm of salivary gland cells. 
RNA and protein synthesis during heat shock 
A heat shock treatment causes three distinct responses on the level 
of RNA synthesis: the induction of a class of heat shock RNAs, the 
suppression of the synthesis of most other mRNAs and the disruption 
of the normal processing of the primary ribosomal RNA transcripts. 
(Ellgaard and Clever, 1971; Lengyel and Pardue, 1975; Rubin and 
Hogness, 1975; Jacq et al. 1977). Only the first effect will be 
discussed in detail since it has been the major point of interest 
in this study. One of the ways to show the transcriptional response 
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is by incubating salivary glands with Η-uridine and preparing auto-
radiographs of the polytene chromosomes (Ritossa, 1964b; Berendes, 
1968; Tissières, et al., 1974). These data showed that de novo syn-
thesis of RNA takes place at the heat shock sites while preexisting 
developmentally regulated puffs cease to incorporate the precursor. 
Also the distribution of RNA polymerase and other chromosomal pro-
teins is changed after a heat shock which again reflects a shift in 
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the chromosomal transcription pattern (Plagens et al., 1976; Silver 
and Elgin, 1977; Jamrich et al., 1977; Elgin et al., 1978). 
Furthermore, the accumulation of specific RNAs at the heat shock 
puffs can be demonstrated by hybridizing complementary DNA sequences 
to the puff RNA (Livak et al., 1978; chapter VI). The heat shock 
RNAs as they appear in the cell, have been analyzed by in situ hybri-
dization to polytene chromosomes and by gelelectrophoresis (McKenzie 
et al., 1975; Spradling et al., 1975; Henikoff and Meselson, 1977; 
chapter III and VI). The polyadenylated fraction of the heat shock 
RNAs sediments as two major classes of 20S and 13S on sucrose gra-
dients . 
Further fractionation of these RNAs by electrophoresis under dena-
turing conditions (Spradling et al., 1977) reveals many different 
RNA species which can be identified by in situ hybridization. 
The translational effect of a heat shock can be seen from the pro-
tein synthetic pattern as analyzed by SDS electrophoresis. The syn-
thesis of a small number of heat shock proteins is induced while the 
synthesis of most other ones is repressed, although the latter effect 
varies among different Drosophila tissues (Tissières et al., 1974; 
Lewis et al., 1975; McKenzie et al., 1975; Koninkx, 1976; chapter V). 
The heat shock proteins are encoded by messengers synthesized only 
by heat shocked cultured cells, as has been demonstrated by in vitro 
translation (McKenzie and Meselson, 1977; Mirault et al., 1978; Moran 
et al., 1978; chapter V). 
Furthermore, one should emphasize the extreme rapidity of the res-
ponse, since one of these newly synthesized proteins can be detected 
within 10 min after heat shock (Mirault et al., 1978). In addition 
to the time required for synthesis of the messenger, it would take 
approximately 3-4 min to synthesize the polypeptide. Therefore, the 
induction of the gene, the processing of the primary transcript and 
the transport to the polysomes must be very rapid. 
Function of the heat shock proteins 
The functional significance of the heat shock proteins is probably 
the most ignored aspect of the system. Data obtained with inhibitors 
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of RNA or protein synthesis (Leenders and Beckers, 1972; Mckenzie, as 
quoted in Ashburner and Bonner, 1979), indicate that the heat shock 
polypeptides in some way regulate the activity of the heat shock ge­
nes. The expected regression of the heat shock puffs some time after 
induction did not occur when glands were incubated with cycloheximi-
de. Also, cells which have been treated with actinomycin-D during 
heat shock do not recover their normal protein synthetic pattern when 
returned to 250C. These data suggest an autoregulatory effect: a heat 
shock induces the synthesis of a set of mRNAs coding for proteins 
which enable the cell to overcome the metabolic distortion caused by 
the treatment. A new equilibrium is reached and the activity of the 
induced genes, which are no longer needed, will decrease. 
Based on this assumption, studies have been made of the effects of 
heat shock and anoxia on the levels and kinetic properties of seve­
ral enzymes involved in respiratory processes. Changes have been 
reported in mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase, tyrosine aminotrans­
ferase and isocitrate dehydrogenase (Leenders et al., 1974; Koninkx, 
1975 et al., 1975; Sin and Leenders, 1975). However, the observed 
decrease in the app. К of these enzymes may not simply be due to 
de novo synthesis of the enzymes. For instance the increase in the 
activity of the cytoplasmic «-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase can be 
prevented by eserine sulphate, an agent which inhibits deacetylation. 
Furthermore, it has been found that the same change in app. К of 
oi-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase can be obtained in the control ex­
tracts by mixing them with extracts of heat shocked material (Vos-
son, unpublished). These data indicate that modification may be the 
essential mechanism by which the cell regulated the response on the 
respiratory level after a metabolic disturbance such as anaerobiosis. 
Whether the heat shock proteins, or at least some of them, act as mo­
difying enzymes or whether they induce secondary processes which fi­
nally lead to the modification of the aforementioned enzymes cannot 
yet be decided. To resolve the function of the heat shock proteins, 
some have suggested a genetic approach (Ish-Horowicz, 1980). If in­
deed the normal response to a heat shock enables the animal to with­
stand the metabolic stress then it may be possible to use this fea­
ture when screening for mutants of the temperature sensitive loci. 
However, conclusive data which would support this suggestion, have 
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not yet been reported. 
Heat shock in D. hydei 
So far, this introduction has presented a more general survey of the 
heat shock system in Drosophila. However, the results in this thesis 
have not been obtained with D. melanogaster, the species to which 
almost all data in the literature refer. A number of reasons justify 
the use of D. hydei instead. Although the heat shock response in this 
species appears to be homologous to that in D. melanogaster, there 
is one major difference which concerns a locus close to the telomere 
of the second chromosome indicated as 2-48B on the cytological map 
of the polytene chromosome of D. hydei. Several observations have 
been made which demonstrate that this particular locus behaves dif-
ferently from any heat shock locus of D. melanogaster. First, locus 
2-48B produces a complex RNP particle (Derksen et al., 1973) after 
heat shock. Such particles cannot be found in any of the temperature 
sensitive loci in D. melanogaster. In D. hydei, these particles also 
appear after incubation with vitamin B6 while in D. melanogaster non 
of the heat shock puffs can be induced with this treatment. 
The properties of locus 2-48B of D. hydei can be summarized as fol-
lows: analyses of heat shock RNA present in the nucleus and cytoplasm 
showed that 80% of the 2-48B sequences remains in the nucleus while 
the rest, containing non-homologous RNA sequences, can be found asso-
ciated with the polysomes (chapter III, VI and VII). 
Previous analyses by micromanipulation of heat shock or vitamin B, 
induced salivary glands showed the presence of a 40S RNA transcript 
in the puff at locus 2-48B (Bisseling et al., 1976). These exceptio-
nal features caused locus 2-48B in D. hydei to become a major point 
of interest of this thesis. By the time this work was initiated per-
manent tissue culture cell lines of D. melanogaster had already been 
isolated (Kakpakov et al., 1969; Echalier and Ohanessian, 1970). 
These cell lines proved to be very useful to study RNA transcription 
during heat shock. Unfortunately, no such cell lines were available 
for D. hydei and therefore they were isolated at the laboratory in 
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Nijmegen. Their morphology and karyotype are described in chapter II 
and these cells were used for the experiments in the following chap-
ters as a convenient tissue in which to study the heat shock response. 
The RNA transcripts, homologous to locus 2-48B, were analyzed by hy-
bridization of pulse labelled nuclear and polysomal RNA isolated from 
heat shocked cultured cells (chapter III). The following chapters 
(IV, V) will describe the coding properties of the heat shock RNAs 
as they appear associated with the polysomal fraction in the cell. 
The data presented in chapter IV suggest a correlation between one 
of the heat shock proteins, i.e. the 70,000 dalton polypeptide, and 
locus 2-36A in D. hydei. From a more general point of view, the pro-
tein synthetic patterns of different tissues during heat shock are 
subjected to a closer examination in chapter V. Two-dimensional ana-
lysis of the heat shock proteins reveals some tissue-specific dif-
ferences and also the existence of a class of minor heat shock pro-
teins some of which may be structurally related to the major ones. 
Furthermore, in this chapter the experiments are described which show 
that the heat shock proteins are encoded by de novo synthesized mRNA 
species. Whether the same mRNAs are indeed transcribed from the heat 
shock sensitive loci can only be decided from in situ hybridization 
with in vivo pulse labelled RNA if one assumes that the activity 
of these loci under normal conditions can be neglected. However, this 
did not prove to be the case for locus 4-81B as will be shown in 
chapter VI. The hybridization experiments, using cDNA prepared from 
heat shock RNA instead of in vivo labelled RNA, also showed that an 
additional locus (4-85B) is activated during a heat shock. With res-
pect to locus 2-48B, the data indicated a complex structure for the 
presumptive nuclear transcript. 
Whether the sequence of this transcript is essential to its function 
in the heat shock response, if any, may be answered if one considers 
the evolutionary stability of this feature. Therefore, we compared 
the presence of the heat shock sequences, especially the one homolo-
gous to 2-48B, between several related Drosophila species (chapter 
VII) and showed that these sequences are not conserved. In the sum-
mary the major conclusions of this thesis will be discussed also 
connection with some of the data obtained more recently. 
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New Cell Line 
ESTABLISHED CELL LINES OF DROSOPHILi Hi DEI 
P. J. A. SONDEKMEIJKR. J. W. M. »ERKSK.N, v\ii N. И. l.l Bi^.N 
Department of (.fcnetir.··. i nirersitynf \і/гпецеп. Sijmeííen. The \eihi'rlHmh 
(R«TO«l<i<-t«blT2.'>. IT1); arit-iued Manli i i. i'/filll 
SlMVlAH^ 
Four cell lines have been isolated from Drosophila hvdei embryos. Three lines have a 
normal XY karyotype, the fourth has an XO karyotype with an additional small hetero-
chromatic fragment. T h e cells contain presumable cytoplasmic ν irus like particles. 
Key words: Drosophila hydei: dipteran cell line; virus like particles. 
During the last 10 years a number of 
Drosophila melanogaster cell lines have been iso­
lated ( I I . Using the methodology established in 
these studies, we have isolated four cell lines from 
D. hydei. Cells obtained from mechanically frag­
mented 0- to l()-hr old D. hydei embryos were cul­
tured in the M-3 medium described by Shield and 
Sang (21. After 4 weeks most of the flasks con­
tained clumps of growing cells and these were 
subcultured without dilution. A period of very 
slow proliferation followed. N o attempt was made 
to subculture the cells during this t ime, but once a 
month half of the medium was removed and re­
placed with fresh medium. In this lag phase a 
protozoan contamination, a Gregarinea species, 
appeared in practically all our cell cultures. T o re­
duce their concentration, the medium was re­
moved once a week, Millipore filtered, and re­
turned to the flask. Once cell proliferation re­
sumed, this contaminant disappeared. 
After 6 months a continuous sheet of cells 
started to form in about 2 0 % of the flasks. These 
cultures were subcultured, again without dilution, 
every 4 or 5 weeks until cell growth resumed with­
out lag after each passage. Parent cultures were 
then split 1:1 or 1:3 for a further 10 passages. In 
our hands the plating efficiency of the cells re­
mained very low during the first 10 passages and 
subculturing at high density proved essential to 
maintain viability of the cells. 
Starting with 50 primary cultures in November 
1975, we finally obtained four cell lines in the fall 
of 1976. These lines can be subcultured at a 1:10 
dilution and have a doubling time of 1 to 2 days at 
25° С They have been designated KL'N-DH-14, 
K U N - D H 15, K U N - D H - 3 3 . and K U N - r ) H - 4 7 : 
the number indicates the number of the original 
primarv culture from which the line is derived. 
Although the cell lines were isolated and are 
maintained as monolayer cultures. the\ can be 
easilv adapted to growth in suspension or spinner 
culture, where the\ reach a densitv of 2 χ 10" or 
5 x 10''cells/ml. respective!). 
T h e karyotype of the cells is essentially normal 
( Fig. 11: three of the four lines are normal diploid 
X Ì , whereas line K L N - D H - 1 4 has a diploid XO 
karyotype with an additional small heterochroma-
tic fragment, which mav be derived from the Y 
chromosome. About 10% of the cells in all lines 
%Ц Ì 
14 15 
^Ä, 
Ψ 
A 
47 
FK; I. Karvot>f№s of the four cell lines, the numbers 
in the figure indicate the cell line. No colchicine or \in-
blasttne blni'k was used since the chromosomes became 
difficult to recognize. Orcein stain. *TI2(). 
91,3 
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FlG 2. Transmission electron micrograph of cell line KUIS-DH-3IÎ. The cell contains numerous 
mitochondria, some multivesicular bodies ι nubi, and bodies that nia> have heen excluded from the 
perinuclear space Ibpsl. A large virus focus Ivf I surrounded bv viruslike particles (vip) occupies part of 
the cytoplasm. *IT.0O0. Insert: viruslike particles at higher magnification. *82,000. Aqueous uran>I 
acetate and lead citrate stain. 
are tetraploid. There was no change in ploidy of 
the cells in spinner or suspension culture. 
The cells are morphologically quite similar to 
the small and round cells of the D. melanogaster 
К line isolated by Echalier and Ohanessian (3). 
However, in phase contrast microscopy, many 
cells show a large distinct oval body in the cyto­
plasm. In electron micrographs these structures 
stained less dense than the surrounding cytoplasm 
and contained darkly stained particles with a 
diameter of 600 to 800 A at the edge of the body 
iFig. 2). At higher magnification an inner core 
with a diameter of 300 A can be discerned but no 
well defined outer edge is seen (Fig. 2, inserti, 
These particles have also been seen free in the 
cytoplasm but have never been found in the 
nucleus. Budding of these presumable viruslike 
particles has never been observed, nor has a cyto-
pathic effect been noted. The presence of both 
nuclear and cytoplasmic viruses has been reported 
in most of the D. melanogaster cell lines 11,41. 
The presumable virus found in D. hydei cells 
may be endogenous, comparable to, for example. 
sigma virus, the growth of which is supported b\ 
D. melanogaster embryonic cells (51. Alterna­
tively. they may originate from the serum, as sug­
gested for the Orbivirus found in some of the D. 
melanogaster cell lines 14). 
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CHAPTER III 
In situ Hybridization of Nuclear and Cytoplasmic RNA 
to Locus 2-48BC in Drosophila hydei 
N H L u b s e n ' . P J A Sondermeijer', M Pages2, and С Alonso2 
1
 Dcpartmcni ol Cienctits Lnnersiiv ol Niimcgcn Ni|mcgen I he Netherlands 
' Department ol Biochemistry and Molecular Biologv Ьшчсгыіу ol Madrid Madrid-6 Spain 
Abstract. The maximum grain density over the "heat-shock" locus 2-48BC 
ol Drosophila /nc/ei polylene chromosomes obtained after in situ hybridiza­
tion ot nuclear RNA extracted trom tissue culture cells labelled during 
incubation at 37° С is five times higher than that obtainable by using polyso-
mal RNA isolated from the same cells burlhcrmore the addition of a 
large excess of unlabelled polysomal RNA reduced the amount ol in situ 
hybridization ol nuclear RNA by onlv 20% showing that nuclear 
2-48BC RNA contains sequences not present in polysomal 2-48BC RNA 
— The polysomal 2-48BC RNA ispolyadenylated, as are the RNA sequences 
present in the polysomes complementary to the other two major 'heat 
shock loci 2-32A and 2-36A Polyadenylated RNA, with an apparent size 
ot 15S complementary to locus 2-48BC is also found in the cytoplasm 
ol D Inclei salivary glands 
Introduction 
A specific set ot pults ("heat-shock" pufts) can be experimentally induced 
in the polytcne chromosomes of salivary glands oí Diowphila by a variety 
ol treatments such as an incubation ol the cells at 37° С (heat shock) or release 
Irom anaerobiosis (Ritossa 1962 1964 van Breugel. 1966, Ashburner. 1970, 
Lecnders and Bercndcs, 1972) The presence ol these putfs is correlated with 
a change in the protein synthetic pattern a specific set of newly synthesized 
peptide bands (the "heat-shock" bands) appears (Tissieres et al , 1974, Lewis 
é t a l . 1975. Koninkx 1976) Treatments that induce pulf formation and the 
corresponding shill in protein synthetic pattern in salivary glands also cause 
a similar change in protein synthetic pattern in diploid tissues and tissue culture 
cells (Tissieres el al 1974 McKenzie et al . 1975) Furthermore, D melanoçaster 
cells in tissue culture synthesize RNA during heat-shock that hybridizes back 
to the heal shock" sensitive loci in situ indicating that indcnlical loci are 
activated in different tissues during incubation at 37° С (McKenzie et al 1975, 
Spradling et al 1975. Bonner and Parduc, 1976, Spradling et al . 1977) 
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The RNA species complementary lo the "heat-shock" loci found in the 
cytoplasm of D me la noyas tei cells have a size of 12 to 20S, contain poly 
A and are found in the polysomes (McKenzie et al , 1975. Spradling é t a l , 
1975, Spradling el al . 1977) These loci thus produce mRNA although there 
is as yet no direct e\idence tor the suggestion that these are the mRNAs 
coding tor the heat-shock bands 
In D hi dei there are four major temperature inducible loci (2-32A, 2-36A, 
2-48BC and 4-8IB), which are probably analogous to the "'heat shock" loci 
of D melanogastei (for review see Berendes, 1975) The RNA product of 
only one of these loci has been studied the putf at locus 2-48BC contains 
40S RNA which is not polyadenylaled (Bisselmg el al , 1975) Furthermore, 
a small molecular weight RNA (3 4S) which hybndi/ed in situ to locus 2-48BC 
could be isolated from salivary glands cultured in vitro (Berendes et al , 1973) 
We have turther investigated the properties of the RNA product of this 
locus, especially with regard to a possible mRNA (unction, and show here 
RNA complementary to locus 2-48BC can be found polyadenylaled and asso-
ciated with polysomes in the cytoplasm However, some of the RNA produced 
by this locus is nol Iransportcd to the cytoplasm since nuclear 2-48BC RNA 
contains sequences not found in polysomal 2-48BC RNA 
Materials and Methods 
hohinon of RÍHIIOIUIIH R\ A fiom Inihnonu Ci//s 
Cells were obtained Irom primary cultures established Irom 12 h old Diowplula hi dei embrvos 
essentialK as described b\ Shields and Sang (IS)"'!)) except that the tr\psini/ation was omitted 
Cells v.cie plated in re\iscd Shields and Sang (pers commi medium in 81 crrT plastic tissue 
culture llasks L stiallv two flasks ol a Ine da\s old primarv culture were used per experiment 
MlernauveK a D Imlii cell line established in our laborators (Sondermciier and Lubscn in 
prep ) and growing in spinner culture was used as a source ol material bor the isolation of 
labelled RNA 40 jiC Ή undine (48 Ci m\1l 40 μ С 'H adenosine СИ С ι mM) 20 цС Ή cvtidine 
(26 С ι т М | and 20 μ( 'Π guanosme (10 С ι m VI) were added per ml ol medium (cells growing 
in spinner culture were concentrated to ς > ИГ cells ml) the cells were then shiCied lo 47° С and 
incubated at 17° С lor 60 mm 5 mm belore harvesting the cells 100 pigimi c\cloheximide was 
added to present poKsome run-oil Cells were rapidh chilled collected by cenlnlugation and 
Ksed as described bv McKenzie el al (197s) except that the Usate was homogenized in an all-glass 
homogem/er to icduce csloplasmic contamination ol the nuclear pellet A ciude nuclear pellet 
was obtained b\ cenlnlugation ol the homogenate lor 10 mm at 4 000 rpm The pellet was re-
suspended in OSmi: protease К ml in 10 mM Tris HC I (pH 7 4) 0 1 M \aC I 10 mM ПУТЧ 
and l"i>SDS The suspension was exlracied repealedk with two volumes ol phenol-chlorolorm 
DNA was removed by spooling wiih a glass rod and RNA was collected bv precipitation trom 
70'о eMhanol The RNA pellets were dissolved in a small amount ot 2 χ SSC and used for in 
situ hv bndi/ation 
Poh somes were prepared Irom the post nuclear supernatant as described bv McKenzie el al 
( W i ) The appropriate part ol the sucrose gradient was collected and the polvsomes were recovered 
bv cenlnlugation overmghl at 4S 000 rpm in an 11 С A 411 roior Allernativelv polvsomes were 
collected direcllv Irom ihe posi nuclear superna lam bv cenlnlugation ihrough I ml of 1 M sucrose 
in gradient buller lor 2 S h at ΊΊ 000 rpm in an II С SB 405 rolor No dillcrcncc in in silu hybndi/a 
non palierns between RN \ prepared Irom polvsomes isolated bv ihese two procedures was seen 
Polvsomal RNA was prepared Irom the polvsomal pellets as described above lor nuclear 
RNA t-or Ihe isolation ol polv A containing RNA RNA was dissolved m 10 mM Tris HCl 
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(pil 'M) 0 1 M NdCI lOmM I D I A and 0 S»„ S DS and healed lor 2 mm al Х(Г С NaCl was 
added lo 0 S M and ihe mixiurc was passed o\er 0 S ml pol\ I Sepharose column The Lolumn 
was washed with three column \olumes ol 10 mM Fris IIC I (pH ^ 4) IO mM I D I A 0 <"„ SDS 
0 1 M NaCl and then cluted with two column \olumes of 90"о formamide at 65° С The eluicd 
RNA was collected b\ ethanol precipitation and dissolved m a small amount ol 2xSSC 
holalion of RculiiHH m t R\4liom Sain an Olanils liuiihulecl in чію 
Salivar\ glands ol carlv third instar larvae ol a laboratorv stock ol Diosoplula Inda were used 
RNA lor hvbridi/ation in situ was obtained Irom 100 salivan gland pairs incubated in 100 μΐ 
ol I'oels medium (Poels W1!) lor 20 h 4 h belore the end ol this period the medium was covered 
with liquid parafin or saturated lor 60 mm wiih N
:
 I he liquid parafin and the medium were 
then removed and the glands were incubated in ^0 μΙ ol Iresh medium containing 20 μ(^  ι ol each 
ol the tour labelled nucleosides (spec ad X Ml adenosine 2SCi mM S 'hl cvtidinc 28Ci/mM 
S 6-MI undine 45 11 mM, H-'H guanosine Π С ι'mM) lor 1 h \t the end ol the incubation period 
(he medium was removed and Ihe glands rinsed lor I mm in I ml of tresh medium I he glands 
were homogeni7ed for 5 mm al 4° С in 1ml ol 10 mM Tris HCl (pH 7 2) SOmMNiaCl 
lOmM MgClj 0 5% NP4 (, and 40μ| diethvlp>rocarbonale containing I0(^g E coli RNA The 
nuclei were pelleted at 4 500 rpm lor 5 mm The supernale was extracted three limes with two 
volumes phenol chlorolorm (I 1) Two volumes ol ethanol were added to the aqueous phase 
and the mixture was stored at 28" С Ihe precipitate was collected b> ceninlugalion dissolved 
in 0 1 ml ol the same buffer without detergent and diethvlpvrocarbonalc and incubated wuh 40 μg 
ml DNase I for 40 min al 17° С Aller a phenol chloroform extraction ihe RNA was precipitated 
at -28° С bv the addition of Iwo volumes ol ethanol 
The RNA was dissolved in 5()0„ lormamidc - 1 χ SSC (SSC is 0 15 M NaCl 0 01i M Na citiate 
pH 7 2) lor in situ h>bridi/ation or in С SB (0 ^ M NaC 1 50 mM Tns-HCl (pH 7 ^ 10 mM I DPA 
in 25,,n loimamidc) for chromatographv on Polv-l -Sepharose 
For ihe preparation ol polv A-conlaining RN \ RNA extracted as indicated above and dissolved 
in С SB was applied lo a Polv-L-Sepharose column Ihe column was washed with three bed 
volumes of С SB and once with С SB wilhoul lormamidc The polv A containing RNA was clulcd 
with redistilled water (pH 7) al 50° С in a water lacketed column The duale was Ivophili/ed 
and the RNA dissolved m 50°o formamide-1 χ SSC No poly U elutcd Irom the column after 
washing with water at 50° С 
(ni I la nophon ws 
The si/e ol the polv A-conlaining RNA was analvscd on 2 1"a polyacrvlamidc gels (Weinberg 
el al 1967) Heclrophoresis was performed for 40 mm at room temperature and 4 m \ per gel 
The gels were sliced with a Micklc gel-slicer The slices were digested overnight at room temperature 
with NH, I he M I j was evaporated and the radioactivity measured in 10 ml ol Bulyl PBD-cthoxv 
ethanol-toluene scintillalion fluid 
In suit Hxhiuliialion 
Hvbridi/ation in situ ol salivan gland RNA was performed as previouslv described (Alonso 
1971) The poly A containing RNA or total RNA dissolved in 10 μΙ 50,,„ lormamidc 1 χ SSC 
was placed over the best 20 10 chromosomes sets selected under a light microscope Ihe slide 
was placed in a scaled plastic Petri dish containing 10 ml of the solution used lo dissolve ihe 
RNA and incubated lor 18 h at К)" С 
Ihe hvbndi/alion ol diploid cell RNA was perlormed as described by Pardue and Gall (19'75) 
excepi (hat 2 μΐ aliquols ol the RNA solution were placed over Ihe squashes and covered with 
a round coverslip (I cm diameter) The covcrshp was scaled with rubber cement and the slides 
were incubated at 65° С for IK h I xposure limes varied Irom 14 to 60 d depending on the source 
and concentiation ol the RNA and ihe locus to be analv/ed boi quanlitalivc analvses RNA 
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was h\bndi/ed in situ al three or four different concentrations and. alter the appropriate exposure 
time, grains o\er the various loci were counted (using about ten nuclei per slide), the grain counts 
were corrected to a 14 d exposure time and plotted in a double reciprocal plot against RNA 
concentration. The best straight line was calculated using the "least squares" methods using each 
gram count as a single data point. 
Muteñah 
'H-undine. 'H-adenosme and 'H-guanosinc were obtained from the Radiochemical Centre. Amer-
sham. 'H-adcnosinc was from New E-.ngland Nuclear. Poly I -Scpharosc from Pharmacia, protease 
К from Merck. DNase I from Boehrmgcr. and A, ntli rRNA from Miles. 
All other chemicals used were reagent ¡¡rade. 
Results 
It has been reported that heat shock treatment of D. meianogaster cells activates 
qualitatively the same loct irrespectne of the tissue used although the quantita-
tive response, as determined by anal>sis of RNA sequences via in situ hybridiza-
tion (Bonner and Pardue. 1976) or as shown b\ the changes in protein synthesis 
pattern, may differ markedly. Similarly, in D. Iiydci. embryonic cells synthesize 
the "heat-shock" peptides during incubation at 37° С (Bercndes. 1975) and 
the typical nuclear RNP product of locus 2-48BC is found in such cells after 
incubation with vitamin B(, (Derksen, 1975) which causes puffing of this locus 
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Fig. 1 '. In situ hybridi?ation of poKsomal RNA. Polysomal RNA was used for in situ hybridization 
at a conccnlration of 9 χ IO4 cpm μΐ 1 xposure lime was JO dass. The loci are indicated as follows 
1: 2-4ÄBC. 2 2-36A. 3: 2-32A, 4: 4-81B and 5: 3-59Λ 
Bars in Figures 1. 2. 6 and 8 represent 10 ц т 
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in salivary gland cells (Leenders étal., 1973). It is thus expected that the "heat-
shock" loci become active during incubation of D. hydei embryonic cells at 
37° C. This is indeed the case as shown by the pattern of in situ hybridization 
of total cytoplasmic RNA or polysomal RNA isolated from such cells incubated 
for 60' at 37° С in the presence of 3H-nucleosides: over two of the four major 
heat-shock loci (2-32A and 2-36A) a high grain density is seen. Locus 2-48BC 
also contains label but the fourth major heat-shock locus, 4-H1B, only occasion­
ally shows a grain density above that of the chromosomal background (Fig. 1). 
We also find strong labeling over locus 3-59A (not a "heat-shock"" locus). 
The same loci, i.e. 2-32A, 2-36A. 2-48BC and 3-59A, are also labelled when 
nuclear RNA extracted from cells labelled during "heat-shock"" is used for 
in situ hybridization (Fig. 2a). The grain density over region 2-48BC in such 
preparations was always much higher than that seen when cytoplasmic or polyso­
mal RNA (compare Fig. 2a and b) was used for in situ hybridization indicating 
the possibility that the nuclear RNA sequence complementary to locus 2-48BC 
was longer than the cytoplasmic one. Alternatively, the relative concentration 
or the specific activity of the nuclear 2-48BC RNA could be much higher. 
To discriminate between these possibilities, either nuclear or polysomal RNA 
was hybridized in situ at various concentrations, and hybrid formation was 
Fig. 2a and b. In situ hybridization of nuclear and polysomal RNA. Nuclear and polysomal RNA 
were isolated from the same batch of cells and used for in situ hybridization as described in 
Methods. The heat-shock sensitive loci are indicated as in Figure 1 a Nuclear RNA (4.4 χ КГ cpm/ 
μ2) at a concentration of 5.3 χ K)4 cpm/μΙ. Exposure time was 24 days, b Polysomal RNA 
(6.3 χ IO4 cpm/ng) at a concentration of 3.0 χ И)4 cpm/μΙ and the exposure time was 24 d 
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quanliliitcd bv couniing the silver eniins over various loci The giain coiinls 
were then plotted m a double-reciprocal plot against the RNA concentration 
(Bishop. 1969) 'Ihe slope of the line obtained is a measure of the relatne 
RNA concentration while the inlerccpt is a measure of the amount of DNA 
complcmentarv to (hat R\A The results of such an e\perimenl for loci 2-32A. 
2-36A and 2-48BC' are shown graphicallv in ligure 3 and the parameters of 
the lines are given in Table 1 These data show that the maximum grain densitv 
o\er locus 2-48BC that can be obtained with nuclear RNA is about five limes 
as large as thai lo be expected if poKsomal RNA is used The error in giani 
counts from autoiadiograms is inherenllv high. especialK when grain counts 
are low. as is the case for locus 2-4HBC when polvsomal RNA is hvbndi/ed 
in situ Nevertheless, the difference between the intercepts of the nucleai and 
poKsomal RNA concenlralion curves is statistical!} highlv significant (p<() 005) 
In case of loci 2-32A and 2-36A. the intercept obtained using nuclear RNA 
is also alwavs somevvhai smaller than that obtained when poKsomal RNA 
is used, but these differences are statistical!} not highlv significant 
A difference in intercept would also be found if nuclear RNA complcmentarv 
to 2-48BC has a much highei specific acliviH than polvsomal 2-48BC RNA. 
This possibili!} can be excluded if it can be shown that poKsomal 2-48BC RNA 
compeles onK parliall} with nuclear 2-48BC RNA while nuclear 2-48BC should 
compete complete!} with polvsomal 2-48BC' RNA According!}, unlabelled polv­
somal and nuclear RNA was prepared Al the same time, labelled poKsomal 
and nuclear RNA was prepared from an identicallv treated, second batch of 
cells The relative conceniiations of the various RNA species complementar} 
lo loci 2-48BC and 2-32A were deiermined using the labelled RNA The parame-
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bij;. 3. ConuMUiiilion depondencv ol the extern o( livbiicli/alion ol nucle.ir лпЛ polvsomnl R N \ 
Nuelear and poKsomal RNA ueie isolated as desmbed in Methods Irom the same batch ol cells 
and used lot in situ hvbiidi/ation Nucleai RNA h.id a specilli, auivilv ol 4 4 χ ΚΓοριη'μρ and was 
used at concentrations between 2 7 χ КГ to Ι Ι ν ΚΙ4 οριη,'μΙ Polvsomal RNA with a s pei il к. aitivitv 
ol ή ^ χ IO4 ιρπτμρ was used al lonientrations between 7 Ч / IO4 and Я 2 ν IH1 cpm μΙ llvbndi/a-
tions were quantilaied as described in Methods ••— s Nucleai RNA · · polvsomal R N \ 
Ilio data shown in the Пеше are (he аччацс «rain counts ol the various slides I lie paiameters 
ol these lines as shown in lab ie l , were calculaled bv the least squaies ' method usine each 
grain count as single data point 
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labio I. ConLcnlriition dcpcmlencs ol ihc CMLIII ol Inbntli/aiion ol пікіоаі anti polwnnjl RNA 
С oiiiluions ol in situ h\biid /«mon and RNA isolation as dcsorihcd in Vlclhods and in ihc legend 
io I iguie 4 I lie lines whose paiameters aie enen in this table are shown giaphicalK in Hgure 4 
η indiialcs Ihe number ol ηιιςίι,ι eoünled 
R N i \ 
Polssom.il 
Nuclear 
1 ours 
я:\ 
4 f i \ 
AK 
i : \ 
16 \ 
4S( 
η 
4(i 
40 
16 
21 
19 
21 
Inurcepi 
(eiains ' s 
0 (ι 0 0 7 
1 1 0 01 
2 0.-2 0 
1)4 1)2 
10 I S 
0 "· 10 
10 ') 
Slope 
(μ? Ml ') 
2 6 S - Ü M χ 10 ' 
2 '"•) - 0 У < > 10 -
9 11 _ 2 44 ν 10 : 
Я 0 0 - 0 S4* 10 ' 
1 S2 * 0 sS ' 10 : 
1 0 6 - 0 11 ν 10 : 
lablc 2. С oiuentration dependents ol tht t\(enl ol lubiuli/alion ol mii-lear .ind polwimal RNA 
Nutkai RNA ( ι 6 χ 10" tpm (ig) in conee η nations ι aiming I ioni 0 0^ lo I) IS μι: μΙ and poKsonial 
RN \ |4 I * ID"1 cpm μα.) in eoni-enlralions ramiing Iioni 0 4 to 2 9s μg μ| were used loi in situ 
lubndi/ation The exieni ol Inhndi/aiion was deleiniiiKd as described in Methods η indicates 
ihe number ol nuclei counted 
R N \ 
P o h s o m a l 
Nuclear 
1 Oc Us 
12Λ 
4SC 
12 \ 
4XC 
η 
28 
47 
s i 
SS 
Intercepi 
Igiams ') 
S I 1 -I) si ν |() ' 
0 4 1 ι I) 12 
4 SS M ) 4 " x 10 : 
6 24 ι 0 99 ν |() ' 
Slope 
(MMil ') 
1 SS J-O 11 χ 10 :: 
4 76 + 7 11 χ 10 2 
1 11 ^ 0 I S x 10 ' 
2 1 7 x 0 SO χ 10 ' 
lers of these lines are given in Table 2 Then in situ h>bndi7Jtion was performed 
using a fixed amount of labelled RN'A and increasing amounts of unlabelled 
competitor RNA The resulting grain densities over loci 2-MA and 2-48BC 
expiessed as pei cent ol conti ol and plotled against the ratio of total RNA 
lo labelled RNA are shown in I igurc 4 Locus 2-Ч2А served as a control in 
this ечрептепі it can be calculated horn the slopes ol ihe lines given in 
Table 2 that nuclear RNA in this expenment contained aboul twelve times 
as much 2-36A RNA on a weight basis as did polysomal RNA A 50"о reduction 
in grain counts over this icgion is thus expected with a twelve lold excess 
of unlabelled polvsomal RNA over labelled nuclear RNA brom the data given 
in Hgure 4 a lilteen lold excess appears lo be required and the competition 
by polvsomal RNA is thus about as elficiem as expected In conti ast to the 
results obtained loi locus 2-:î2A. polvsomal RNA competes very poorly with 
nuclear 2-48BC RNA only a 2()"/o reduction in the grain count is seen even 
il unlabelled polysomal RNA is present in a filty fold excess over labelled 
nucleai RNA This lack ol competition is not due to loo low a concenliation 
ol 2-48BC" RNA in the polysomal preparalion, since the reverse experiment. 
namely the competition of labelled polysomal RNA with unlabelled nuclear 
RNA. shows lhal the concentraiion of these species is about equal the addition 
ol an equal amount of unlabelled nuclear RNA to labelled polysomal RNA 
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f ¡¡>. 4. ( ompinilion between nuclear and 
poKsonul RNA in situ Inhndi/ation 
N'uclear RN-\ (3 6 χ КГ ерш.ре. 
0 12 μί/μΐ) or poKsomal RNA 
(4 I » IO4 cprrvjig. 0 94 Hg^tl) was 
h\bndi/ed in silu in the pi esenee ol 
inereasing amounts ol enhei unlahelled 
polvsomal οι nuelear RNA as indieated in 
the figure • hvbiidi/.mon to lotus 
2-4SB( ol nueleai 'H-RNA. A A 
h\bridi/alion to locus 2-32А ol nuclear 
'H-RNA. · — · h\bridi/alion to locus 
2-4SHC ol pohsomal 'H-RNA 
yields a 50% reduction in grain density (Fig. 4). These data then show that 
the amount of DNA complementary to nuclear 2-48BC RNA is higher than 
the amount of DNA complementary to polysomal 2-48BC RNA. 
Pol vadem Union of Polvsomal 2-48BC RNA 
The data presented above indicate that sequences complementary to loci 2-32A, 
2-36A and 2-48BC are present in polysomal material and that their presence 
cannot be due to nuclear leakage since there is a marked difference between 
nuclear and polysomal 2-48BC RNA To determine whether these RNA species 
are polyadenylatcd, poly-A containing RNA was prepared from polysomal RNA 
by poly-U-Sepharose Chromatograph) and the relative concentration of these 
sequences in this material as compared to the total polysomal RNA was deter­
mined. The data obtained are shown graphicall} in Figure 5: the grain counts 
obtained using total polysomal RNA are again plotted in a double reciprocal 
plot against RNA concentration. The line shown is the best straight line through 
these points. The single black triangle shows the position on this graph of 
the grain counts after in situ h>bridi/ation of polyadenylated RNA isolated 
from the same preparation of pohsomal RNA. Only one RNA concentration 
was used in this case. The RNA species complementary to loci 2-32A. 2-36A 
and 2-48BC are more concentrated in the polyadenylated RNA that in total 
polysomal RNA and we thus conclude that these RNAs arc polyadenylated 
as are the analogous sequences in D. melaiwgaster (McKenzie et a!.. 1975; 
Spradlmg et al.. 1975; Spradling et al., 1977). 
CMoplasmic 2-4HBC RNA in Salivar ν Glands 
Since the data showing that the puff at locus 2-48BC contains non-polyadcn\-
lated 4()S RNA (Bissehng et al., 1976) were (obviously) obtained using salivary 
glands, it was of interest to determine whether a smaller, polyadenylated. 
2-48BC RNA was present in the cytoplasm of this tissue also For this purpose 
we used glands that had been maintained for 20 h in the medium and for 
4 h in the same medium covered with liquid paralin or for 60 min in the medium 
saturated with Ni- The total transcriptional activity of such glands in fresh 
% competition 
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l-ig 5. Tili- piLscncc ol polv \ in poksomal RNA Polv^mal RNA (6 χ IO4 tpm μρ) was used 
lor in siili h\biidi/alion al various conLtntr liions ranging Irom 9 x l 0 4 lo 6 > Ι()'ί.ρηιμΙ The 
LMLIII ol Inhndi/alion enei loens 2 Ч2Л (Tînudu total) loei 2-4ή\ (24 nuclei total) and 2-4XC 
(10 nuclei lolall was quantitated ( · · ) The data points shown are the average giani counts 
Irom the \aiious slides The parameters ol thesu lines as calculated b\ the least squares method 
usini; each main count as a single data point are 2-12Λ slope 0 '() + () 1 1 χ 10' cpm μΐ ' intercept 
O l l r O O l 2 ЧіА slope 9 79 - I X2 χ 10 ' cpm μΐ ' intercept 0 16 10 17 and 2-48C slope 
12 8 z. ì ^ x К·' cpm μΐ ' intercept ( )44г0 14 PoK-A containing RNA was isolated Irom this 
RN \ preparation as descubed in Methods and hvbndi/ed in situ at a concentration ol 1 1 > lO'cpm 
μΙ and the amount ol hvbndi/ation to loci 2 12 λ (20 nuclei counledl 2 16 \ (19 nuclei counted) 
and 2 48UC (16 nuclei counted) was again quantilated (A) 
medium was significanti) reduced, but the regions which can be induced b\ 
a lempeiature Ircalmenl or when the glands reco\er Irom anaerobiosis. incorpo­
rate labelled precursors at a high rate (Fig 6a) Autoradiographs of poKlenc 
chromosomes and gel electrophoresis of labelled RNA isolated hom these glands 
indicated that the nucleolus incorporated labelled precursors ver> weakK com­
pared to glands pulse labelled lor 15 mm alter 24 h in vitro incubation in 
Poels medium (big 6b) 
Since the "heat-shock' sensitive loci are highly active in tianscnption, most 
ol the cytoplasmic RNA labelled under these conditions should originate fmm 
these loci An analysis via in situ hybridization of the labelled sequences present 
in total cytoplasmic RNA showed a light random distribution ol grains over 
a variety ol chromosome loci with, surprisingly, no specific increase over regions 
2-32A 2-36A and 4-81B. while region 2-48ВС was clearly labelled The apparent 
absence ol sequences complementary to loci 2-Ч2Л. 2-36A and 4-8IB may be 
due to a low concentration ol these sequences in the hvbndization mixture 
I he high concentration oflabellcd RNA complementarv to locus 2-48BC, how­
ever, makes this material very suitable loi a lurthei investigation of the properties 
ol this R\A 
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Fig. 6. Autoradiogram of pulse labelled salivary gland chromosomes. Salivary glands were pulse 
labelled for 15 min with 'H-uridine alier release from anaerobiosis as described in Methods. Exposure 
time was 10 d. A Heat-shock sensitive loci. В nucleolus 
300-
23S 16S 
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Fraction 
Fig. 7. Electropherogram ol'poly adenylated RNA. Poly-adenylated RNA was extracted from salivary 
glands labelled with radioactive RNA precursors after release from anaerobiosis 
The poly-A containing species were isolated from the total cytoplasmic RNA 
by Poly-U-Sepharose chromatography. The column bound about 30% of the 
labelled cytoplasmic RNA and most of the eluted material migrated during 
gel electrophoresis with a size of about 15S (Fig. 7). After in situ hybridization 
of this RNA, only region 2-48BC was specifically labelled (Fig. 8). The properties 
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Fig. 8. In situ hybridization to locus 2-48BC. Poly-adenylated RNA. extracted from salivary glands 
labelled with radioactive RNA precursors after release from anaerobiosis, was hybridized in situ 
at a concentration of 7 χ IO3 cpm/μΐ. exposure time was 90 d. The chromosome locus shown is 
2-48 ВС 
of cytoplasmic 2-48BC RNA from salivary glands appear thus to be very similar 
to those of such RNA from diploid cells. 
Discussion 
Previous experiments have shown that both during vitamin B(, and temperature 
induction a non-poly-adenylated 40S RNA is found in the puff at locus 2-48BC 
(Bisseling et al., 1975). Salivary glands apparently also contain a small (3^4S) 
RNA species complementary to this locus (Bcrendes et al., 1973). On the other 
hand. Leenderset al. (1973) have found a correlation between the transcriptional 
activity of locus 2-48BC and increases in tyrosine transaminase activity and 
suggested that this locus might code for this enzyme or a subunit thereof. 
This suggestion requires the production of functional mRNA by this locus. 
Therefore, in the experiments reported here, we have been primarily concerned 
with the function and fate of the RNA originating from locus 2-48BC. The 
materials in the puff could be analyzed directly but in other cellular compart­
ments, and in diploid cells, RNA from this locus can only be detected via 
in situ hybridization. With this method we have shown that polyadenylated 
RNA complementary to locus 2-48BC is found in the cytoplasm of salivary 
glands and is associated with the polysomes in diploid cells. Similarly, the 
other three major temperature puffs of D. hydei, 2-32A. 2-36A and 4-81В (data 
for this locus are not shown here) also code for RNA that has all the characteris­
tics of functional mRNA. 
The association of 2-48BC RNA with polysomal material must be specific 
and cannot be due to co-sedimenting material that has leaked out of the nuclei 
during the isolation procedure since the hybridization characteristics of nuclear 
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RVA. complemeniai} io locus 2-4KBC di He r markedlv from (hose of c\toplíismic 
RNA nuclear RNA h \bnd i / c s to moie DNA at locus 2-48ВС than poKsomal 
RNA does If we assume that the specific a c m mes of the nuclear and poKsomal 
2-48BC RNA are about equal, then nuclear RNA h\bndi/es to about fi\e 
times as much DNA as poKsomal 2-48BC RNA does. In this respect 
2-48BC RNA differs from either 2-32A or 2-36A RNA. In these cases no nuclear 
RNA larger than poKsomal R N ' \ was detected within the limits of the accurac} 
of these experiments 
The finding of a large nuclear RNA complementan to locus 2-48BC is 
not unexpected since Bissehng et al. (1976) ha\e shown that a 4()S RNA is 
present in the puff at this locus m salivan glands They also occasionally 
found a 16S RNA at this site. Since the 16S RNA was present in varying 
and small amounts relative to the amount of 4()S RNA found, they concluded 
that the 4()S RNA was the major transcription product and that theie was 
probably no precursor-product relationship between the two species. Neverthe­
less. the 4()S RNA could be destructively piocessed outside the puff area to 
yield the smaller cytoplasmic 2-48ВС RNA Alternatively, the 16S R N A also 
found m the pull 'could be the direct precursoi to the cytoplasmic RNA while 
the 40S RNA would then tum o\ei inside the nucleus. In either case two genes 
would be active at this site We cannot distinguish between these possibilities 
since we have as yet been unable to extract large nuclear R N A species from 
tissue culture cells, piesumably due to the high level of RNase in these cells 
1 xpenments designed to overcome this technical problem are in progress. At 
this time we have no explanation for the small (3 4S) RNA complementary 
to locus 2-48BC found in salivary glands by Berendes el al (1973) If the small 
si/e of this RNA is not due to RNase action during us isolation, then this 
finding would suggest that locus 2-48BC may also have a repetitive element 
since a unique RN \ of that si/e would not have been delected under their 
expérimental conditions 
If we assume that the specific activities of the various RNA species comple-
mentary to the "hea t -shock" loci extiacted from tissue culture cells are about 
equal, then, from the maximum gram densities at saturating RNA concentrations. 
locus 2-32A codes foi about twice as much RNA as locus 2-36Л. the product 
of which is about twice as long as the cytoplasmic 2-48BC RNA. The si/e of 
the poKsomal RNA complementary to locus 2-36A is approximately 20 (Sonder-
mei|er and Lubsen. in p r e p ) , while locus 2-32Л is often seen to be double 
in autioiadiographs of in situ hybndi/alion and the puff at this site in polytenc 
chromosomes is due to the activation of two bands. 2-31С and 2-32Л (Berendes 
et al . 1965) Thus this region probably codes for two RNA species 
1 urlhermore. m our autoradiographs of m situ hybndi/ation. the grains 
are located lust to the right of region 2-48B3 over the part of the region with 
three thin bands (2-48B4-5-6). suggesting that the coding sequence for the "heat-
s h o c k " locus is m this region This is in agreement with the observations of 
Beiendes et al (1973). who found R N P accumulation in the region of bands 
li¿ and B, and the interband in between 10 to 20 mm after the onset of puff 
induction 
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Note \ddcd in Proof 
RccentK S Н е т т и and VI VleseKon (Cell 12 441 4s | 11Г7) have чіюлп that the heat-
shock sensitive locus S7C in Dxisophihi imlnmi^tniii also appears lo produce additional nuclear 
RKA sequences 
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CHAPTER IV 
The Products of the "Heat-Shock" Loci 
of Drosophila hydei 
Correlation between Locus 2-36A and the 70,000 MW "Heat-Shock" Peptide 
Ν H Lubsen and Ρ J A. Sondermeijer 
Department of Genetics Catholic University. Toernooiveld. Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract. Antibody was raised against total Diosoplula hvdei embryonic cellu­
lar protein with a molecular weight between 65,000 and 70,000 dalton This 
antiserum reacted with the 70,000 MW "heat-shock" peptide found in 35S 
labelled cell extracts of "heat-shocked" D In dei tissue culture cells or sali­
vary glands —The antibody was coupled to Sepharose 4B and this material 
was used to absorb polysomes obtained from tissue culture cells incubated 
at 37°С in the presence of tntiated RNA precursors The relative concentra­
tions of various RNA species complementary to the " heat-shock " loci 2-32A, 
2-36A, and 2-48C in either bound, non-bound, or total polysomal material 
was then determined by in situ hybridization The RNA species complemen­
tary to locus 2-36A was found to be enriched in the bound polysomal 
material 
Introduction 
The experimental activation of the so-called "heat shock" loci in Drosophila is 
accompanied by a change in protein synthetic pattern, namely the appearance 
of six, new, polypeptide bands (Tissicres et al , 1975, Lewis et al , 1975, Komnkx, 
1976) These peptides are always found in the protein synthetic pattern of 
salivary glands which have been exposed to various treatments such as a release 
from anaerobiosis or exposure to arsenite, all of which induce the same set 
of puffs These peptides are especially marked during incubation of cells at 
370C, since during this "heat shock" the normal synthetic pattern is largely 
suppressed (Koninkx, 1976) Diploid cells, such as tissue culture cells, respond 
in the same manner as salivary gland cells to a "heat shock", since qualitatively 
the same set of "heat shock" peptides appears and RNA can be isolated from 
these tissues that hybridizes back in situ to the "heat shock" sensitive sites 
on salivary gland chromosomes (McKenzie et a l , 1975, Spradling et a l , 1975, 
1977, Lubsen et al , 1977) 
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The suggestion has been made that the "heal shock" sensitive loci provide 
the mRNA species which code for these "heat shock" peptides These loci 
do indeed code lor mRNA since sequences complcmcntaiv to these loci aie 
found pol\aden>laled and associated with the poh somes, both in /) теіапоссп-
tci (McKenzie et al , 1975, Spiadlmget al , 1975 1977) and in /) hula (Lubscn 
et al , 1977) However, the coding properties ol these mRNA species or the 
specific gene loci for the "heat shock" proteins have as vet not been determined 
The gene coding for a paiticular protein can be identilied in a vanetv ol 
ways Onepossibihtv is to punfy the poh somes synthesi/ing this piotem immuno-
chemicallv (see for example Schimke el al , 1974) The chromosomal locus 
can then be determined via in situ hvbridi/alion ol the mRNA present in 
these isolated polysomes We have used this procedure to show that poh somes, 
which are relamed by a column of Sepharose coupled to antibody to the 70,000 
dalton "heat shock" peptide, are enriched for RNA complementary to locus 
2-36A of D In dei 
Materials and Methods 
Comlilioii\ foi lahilmv ol С</Л l\ohiliim of /Wi wwio inni ' ' S ІиІчІІиІ I мішн С eIN «ere 
either obuined .is li\e cla\ old primary cultures I rom D ImUi embnos established as described 
(Shields and Sang I97() lubsen et al W ) or a l) Ли/к cell line established in our laboratory 
(Sondeimeijer and I ubsen in prep ) was used 
PoKsomes «ere prepared Irom cells incubated with triluled l i \ \ piecursors lor I h at Я"'0С 
as described (McKenzie et al W S lubsen et al 1977) lor 'Л nielliionme labelini; lite cell 
medium was replaced wilh medium wilhoul added melhionine Id h bclore the labeling period 
Cells were preincubalcd lor 4S mm at T"-C 10 μ( ml " S methionine was added and incubation 
was coiilnuied for IS nun (ells were collected bv cenmhmation washed with insect Ringer anil 
dissolved m two volumes ol S M urea 0 2"i SDS Such evtiacts wcie passed o\ei a (i-2S Sephadev 
column and beloie immunoallinilv chrom itographv over a Sepharose 4H column cquihhialcd 
with immunoprecipnation buller (see below) 
ІтітііишЦшіп С Іііоіішічціарііх ( ells were prepared Irom 10 12 h old I) hula cmbrvos alter 
a 2 h heal-shock as desenbed (Shields and Sang Ι9"Ό Wiltenburg and Lubsen 1476) The 
cell pellet was dissolved in twice its volume SDS sample buller and the resulting evlract was 
suhiected to SDS-gel electrophoiesis on 1 mm thick slab eels as desenbed (Koninkv 1976) The 
appropriate M\V legion was delected b\ staining with Coomassie blue and cui out The pohacivl-
amide snips obtained Irom linee such gels wcie pooled liomoceni/ed in saline and ι he homogenate 
was iniectcd into rabbits according to Ihe procedure desenbed b\ Ijian et al (I97S| except lh.it 
no brcund s adjuvant was added Double antibodv piecipiiaiion lests io detect antibodv were 
performed as described bv Cnelkens et al (1976) usui« a " S labelled extract Irom heat shocked 
cells as a source ol anngen Imiminoglobuhn was part allv punhed and Ireed ol RNase асіімі 
as described by Schimke el al (1974) and coupled to CISBr aclivalcd Sepharose 4 1) as described 
by Livingstone (I9",4) Immuno absorbant chromatographv was periormed under Ihe conditions 
described bv Schimke el al (I974) Polvsomes (7S μι;) «ere resuspended in l()ni\1 Iris pII7 2 
ISO mM NaCI 5 m VI Mg С Ι2 Ι'Ό Τηιοη λ100 and 0 Ι mg, ml heparin (TMN buller) and loaded 
on a 0 s ml column which was equilibrated with the same buflei coniaming I mgiinl USA Ihe 
column was washed with two volumes ol TNM buller containing 0 S VI sucrose then with two 
volumes ol TNM butler wilhoul delergent and Ihe RNA was cluled with live column volumes 
10 mM I n s pH 7 SOmM Ι DIA and 0 I mg ml heparin The cluled matcnal was collected in 
five equal Iraclions and the cluled RNA was usually present in the fust thice The column was 
regenerated bv washing with six column volumes ol 0 1 M NH4OII 0 ΓΌ SDS and reequihbrated 
The unbound Iracuon was then rechromaloeraphed ovei the same column All steps wi.rc· per-
loimed at 4° С 
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Polvsonies not bound io llit t o l u m n « t r e t o l l í t t cd b \ ten tn lugai ion «hilf ihe maicru l bound 
lo and cluicd I rom ilio to lumn » a s to l leucd bv al tohol p icupi ta l ion K \ \ was pimlicd b\ 
phenol t h l o i o l o i m с м і а ч ю п and repeaiedk washed ui ih 4 VI Na/\t pH 6 The R N A « a s nnal l · 
dissoKed in a small \olunit ol 2 χ SSC and used lor in sim h\bridi/alion 
Immunoall inilv t l i i o m a u m r a p h \ ol , χ > labelled tell e\irat i was perlormed in ihe same manner 
extcpi that [he t o l u m n was eluied diietlK with 0 1 M \ I I 4 0 H 0 Ι'Ό SDS 
/// \IIII Hihiitlrtiiitm In siiu I n b n d i / a l i o n u a s perlormed essenlialK as d e s t u b t d b\ l 'ardue and 
Ciall ( І У ^ ) and bv [ ubsen el al (Ι ι )7"Ί I xposure Units \aneti Irom 14 lo W) d deptndi ij; upon 
ι he amounl ol R\/\ applied l o r ihe quaiililaiioii ol ι he pauerns giains u t r t t o u n i n l о \ ч 
ihe a p p i o p n a t t t h i o m o s o m a l lotus and ihe giani t o n n i u a s t o i r e t l e d lo a iwo wetk t\posi i i t 
tune Cjr.un t o u n l s were llien plotted in a douhle-ret iprotal plot against RN \ t o i i t e m i a l i o n and 
ihe best siramhl line ihrouali these points was ta l tu la ied h\ ihe least-squares method t ht nunibu 
ol mitici t o u n t e d per slide varied wnh the qualuv ol ihe squash and with the t h i o n i o s o m e nioiphoi 
ogv bul averaged about 10 pet slide 
Maniiuh Sepharose 4B-CNBr was oblamed Irom Pharmat ia Di-Af- and С \l tel lulost wt ie 
Irom W halman Goal-ami rabbil- -globulin was Irom Calbiothem ' l l - u n d i n e (46 С ι iiAI) II-
üuanosine III) С ι m\1) imi ' l l - t w o s i n e (2^ Ci m \ l ) w u t h o m llit Radiothtnii». il C t P l i t \ m t i 
sham while 'H a d e n o s i n e ( ^ Ci m VI) was obtained Irom New Lnüland Nuclear All oihci th tmica ls 
used were reagent grade 
Results 
Since purified "hcai-shock " peptides aie noi d\ailable. we have laised antibodies 
against cellular proteins with a molecular weight between appioxtmaleU 65 000 
and 75.000 dallons (Hg 1) This procedure \ielded aniisetum which leaded 
with pol>peplides labelled during incubation at 37"C as assa\ed bv double 
immunoprecipitalion /\nal>sis ol the double immunopieupitate bv SDS polv-
hig. 1. Double immunopret ipi la t ion ol 
'^S labelled proteins Irom tv t i a t l s ol 
heat shocked cells '"S labelled cell 
cx l r a t l s f l 2 x l()''cpiii) weie intubated with 
\ a i ious amounts ol rabbit an l i s t ium and 
subsequciitlv with sioal-anu-iabbil scrum as 
described in Methods 1 he 
immunopret ip i ia le was dissolved in SOS 
bul 1er and counled in a toluene-mton 
X 100 based sunlil lalion lluid 
• · immune sei um 
^ ton t ro l serum J I I L 
11 "iC ¡ TI 
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Fig. 2a and b. Autoradiograph of SDS gel electrophoresis pattern of •"S labelled proteins bound 
by antiserum, a '"S labelled proteins were precipitated from extracts of heat-shocked salnarv 
glands b\ double immunoprecipitation as described in Methods. From right to left: 3 5S labelled 
peptide pattern of salivarj gland extract. 3 SS labelled peptide pattern of material precipitated 
by control serum and 3 5S labelled peptide pattern of material precipitated b\ immune scrum 
b 3 5S labelled extracts of heat-shocked cells were passed over an immunoaffimly column as described 
in Methods. From right to left: " S labelled peptide pattern of the cell extract. 3SS labelled peptide 
pattern of material not bound to the column and J 5S labelled peptide pattern ol material bound 
to and eluted from the column. The arrows point to the 70.000 MW ""heat-shock" band 
acrylamide gel electrophoresis and autoradiography showed that only a single 
labelled peptide, corresponding to the 70.000 MW "heat shock" peptide, is 
bound by the antiserum (Fig. 2a). The same specificity for the 70.000 MW 
"heat shock" band is shown by an immunoatfinity column prepared from 
this antiserum, although the background is somewhat higher (Fig. 2b). This 
higher background could be due not only to unspecific binding but also to 
incomplete elution of the affinity column: usually only about fifty procent 
of the bound ",5S labelled material can be eluted. The high alTinily antibody-
antigen complexes may resist dissociation and the amount of antigen actually 
bound would then be underestimated in the eluted fraction. 
Analyses of the protein synthetic pattern of tissue culture cells incubated 
at 370C by two dimensional electrophoresis have shown that the 70.000 MW 
band contains only a single peptide and that the heat-shock peptide is the 
only peptide with this molecular weight synthesized by the cells at 37° С (Sonder-
meijer and Lubsen, in prep.). The antibody is thus monospecific with respect 
to the "heat-shock"' proteins. With the aid of this antiserum we have tried 
to specifically isolate polysomes coding for the 70.000 MW peptide. Usually 
polysomes are isolated immunochemically either via direct immunoprecipitation 
or via double immunoprecipitation (see for example Schimke et al., 1974). We 
have chosen to prepare instead an immunoaffinity column by coupling partially 
purified immunoglobulin to Sepharose 4B. 
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As starting material for the specific isolation of polysomes containing the 
70.000 MW peptide nascent chains, "'H-labelled polysomes isolated from tissue 
culture cells incubated for one hour at 37° С were used. At 37° C\ these cells 
synthesize virtually exclusively the "heat shock** polypeptides and the 70.000 MW 
polypeptide accounts for about 10% of total protein synthesis (Fig 2b) Ra­
dioactive RNA precursors were added only during the incubation at 37° С 
This procedure presupposes to a certain extent that the RNA species one at­
tempts to purify is indeed encoded by a "heat-shock" locus, since only the 
products of the "heat-shock" loci, which account for most of the RNA synthesis 
at 37° С (Spradhng et a l , 1977), have a high enough specific activity to be 
detected by in situ hybridization We at first attempted to avoid this fallacy 
by either adding radioactive precursors at 12 h intervals starting 48 h before 
the "heat-shock" or by lodmating polysomal RNA Both methods, however, 
yielded such a heavy general chromosomal labeling after in situ hybridization 
that it was impossible to analyse the grain density over any one locus For 
ease of interpretation then, it was necessary to use polysomes labelled in vivo 
at 37° С 
When such polysomal material is passed over an immunoaffinity column 
typically about 25% of the radioactivity remained bound to the column About 
half of this material could be eluted with high concentrations of EDTA. Subse­
quent elution with NH 4 OH and SDS, which also eluted the polypeptide chains, 
removed about half of the remainder. In general the yield of "purified" material 
was about 10% of the starting material. The material eluted with EDTA was 
de-protcimzed, collected by ethanol precipitation and used for in situ hybridiza­
tion. Its in situ hybridization pattern was then compared with that of total 
polysomal RNA or oí non column bound RNA 
We have previously shown that only the three "heat-shock" loci on the 
second chromosome (2-32A, 2-36A and 2-48BC) and, occasionally, a non "heat-
shock" locus, 3-59A contain a significant amount of label when polysomal 
RNA isolated from cells incubated at 37°С in the presence of tntiated RNA 
precursors is used for in situ hybridization. The grain density over the fourth 
"heat-shock" locus (4-81B) is only rarely above background (Lubsen et al., 
1977) Locus 3-59A is also prominent if RNA from cells labelled at 25°C 
is used for in situ hybridization and is apparently always active in cultured 
D Intlei cells An example of in situ hybridization to loci 2-32A and 2-36A 
using either column bound or unbound RNA is shown in Figure 3 We have 
analyzed quantitatively only the grain counts over loci 2-32A, 2-36A, 2-48BC 
and, when present. 3-59A An example of such grain counts is shown in Table 1 in 
this experiment the in situ hybridization pattern of column bound or flow through 
polysomal RNA at various concentrations was determined These data indicate 
a stronger labeling of locus 2-36A by column bound RNA but do not allow 
a direct calculation of such an enrichment since the grain counts are not directly 
proportional to RNA concentration We have therefore made a double reciprocal 
plot of the numbers of grains over a particular chromosomal locus as a measure 
of the hybridization percentage against the cpm/μΐ applied as a measure of 
the RNA concentration. This procedure yields a straight line when applied 
to data obtained by filter hybridization (Bishop, 1969). The slope of this line 
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Fig. ЗА and В. In MILI hsbridization of total polysomal and column purified polysomal RNA 
Polvsomes (6 χ l()•'cpm/μg) obtained from primary cultures were purified by immunoal'finily chro­
matography as described in Methods. The In situ hybridization pattern of the starting material 
(total polysomal material) and the column-bound material was then compared A Unbound polyso­
mal RNA (l.5x І04срт/ц1). В Column bound RNA ( 1.4 χ І04срт/цІ). Exposure lime was 30 d. 
The "heat-shock" sensitive loci are indicated as follows: ¡ι 2-36A. h 2-32A 
Table 1. Grain densities over three "heat shock" loci after in situ hybridization of either column-
bound of flow-through polysomal RNA. Polysomal RNA. obtained trom "heat-shocked" primary 
cultures, was hybridized in silu at the concentrations indicated as described in Methods, n: Number 
of chromosomal loci counted. S.h. standard deviation. Exposure lime was 30 d The individual 
grain counts obtained in this experiment, but corrected to an exposure time of 14 d. weie used 
to calculate the parameters of the lines presented as the results of experiment 1 in Table 2 
Flow through 
polysomal R N A 
Bound 
polysomal RNA 
R N A cone. 
(cpm/jil) 
9.1 χ II)4 
1.5 χ K)4 
0.6x IO4 
1.4χ IO4 
0.6χ IO4 
0.3χ IO4 
No. 
n 
IO 
12 
1 i 
21 
1(1 
19 
of grains + S.Ь 
32A 
27 К + 10.3 
14.6+ 4.1 
15.5+ 3.7 
19.0+ 5.9 
13.4+ 6.1 
9 . 9 * 2.2 
in η 
11 
7 
1 I 
6 
21 
10 
IN 
nuclei of locus 
36A 
12.7 + 3.2 
3.5 + 2.4 
1.5 + 0.8 
6.9 + 2 S 
3.7 + 1.3 
2.4+ 1.3 
II 
10 
12 
X 
IS 
8 
IX 
4XBC 
14.4 + 3.5 
1.9+1.8 
1.2 ± 0 . 7 
2 , 9 - 2 1 
0.1 + 0.4 
0.X± 1.0 
is a measure of the concentration of the specific RNA species relative to the 
total labelled RNA concentration. If the complexity and the specific activit) 
of the RNA is held constant, which is the case if one compares subsets of 
one polysome preparation, the relative concentration of RNA complementarv 
to any one locus in these subsets can then be determined. 
The results of two typical experiments are shown uraphically in Figure 4. 
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I-i);. 4а and b. C'onccnlralion dcpcndcncv of in siiu hybrid formation of polysomal RNA isolated 
bv immnnoall i i i i ly chromalograpln а Л primary culture of I) liulei embryonic cells was incubated 
with 10 μ( ml ol Чі-uridine loi 48 h then cells were shilted to 170C and more inl ia lcd RNA 
precursois were added as desenbed in Methods Polysomes weie isolated and separated into two 
liaclions material that did and material that did not bind to the column RNA (6 χ Ι0"4ρηι/μρ) 
isolated I rom these two fractions was Inbndi/ed in situ at concentiations ranging from 9 χ IO4 to 
6 x IO' срп ц] (unbound malerial) or 1 4 χ IO4 to 1 χ ID' cpm μΐ (bound material) The h\bridi/alion 
to loci 2 ЧЗЛ 2-16A and 2-48IK was quantitaled · · unbound polvsomal RNA ι - -- - bound 
poKsomal RNA The data points shown are the j\erage grain density ol the xarious slides 
b Polvsomcs weie isolated I rom D Indu cultured cells after incubation and labeling as desenbed 
in Methods The in situ h\bridi/alion ol total poKsomal RNA was compared with that ol R N \ 
obtained Irom poKsomal material retained by and eluted Irom immunoal l imn column R N A 
(6 4 χ lO'cpm^ig) was used at concenti allons ranging from 1 0 χ HI4 to I 2 χ ΙΟ'ερπι/μΙ total polyso­
mal RNA and 2 1x IO4 lo 9 0 χ І 0 2 с р т ф І (bound polysomal R N A ) Hybridization lo loci 2-12λ. 
2-1(>Л 2-4SBC and Ч-ЯЧА was quaniiiaied · · lotal poKsomal RNA - ^ bound polysomal 
RNA unbound RNA The data points shown are ι he average grain density of duplicate slides 
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Iublc2. Рагатеісгч ol Ihc concentrinoli clcpcndcnc\ ol m situ Inbud loim.iuon о I poKsom.il 
RNA Ihc parameters ol these lines were cakulatcd as dcsuihcd in Methods Conditions ol n 
silu hvbndi/ation are iïi\en lor ечреіimeni I in ihe legend lo Iií;iiie4a and loi e\peiimeni2 
in the legend to ligure 4b Nolo that the cells Irom which the maleiial used in е\реі imeni 1 
was obtained, «ere prelabelled loi 4S h Iheieloie the specilic .ictiMt\ ol the niRNA obtained 
hom these cells is lowei than that used in cxpeimicnt 2 esenlhough the specilic act unes ol ihc 
polvsomal RNA are ahoul equal and the inteicept obtained in e\pci imeni I is ihus higher ι lia η 
in experimenl 2 η Number ol nuclei coiinled N 0 3 S I number ol grains t siandaid enoi 
R N A 
/\/> / 
1 low through poKsomal 
t olumn bound polvsomal 
Ач/. 2 
Total polysomal 
1 low through poKsomal 
Column bound poKsomal 
Locus 
Ì 2 \ 
•56 \ 
48C 
Ì 2 \ 
ЧіЛ 
48( 
Ч2Л 
16Λ 
4SC 
s 9 \ 
12 \ 
M-, \ 
4SC 
s 9 \ 
12Λ 
ViA 
48C 
S4 A 
η 
H 
24 
M) 
SO 
49 
Id 
SX 
ss 
Vi 
IS 
4(ι 
40 
ss 
26 
47 
SI 
Mi 
14 
Inleicept 
giani-
1 1 •+ 
1 6 · 
4 4 -
1 0 * 
1 9 i 
6 S ι 
0 6S-' 
0 40 ; 
2 0 
о is­
ti 60 -
1 I O ; 
1 S 4 i 
, ' 10 ' 
0 1 
1 -' 
1 4 
0 1 
2 4 
2 S 
-0 19 
1 2 
2 0 
0 21 
( H P 
0 S6 
,2 26 
0 60 ± 0 24 
0 4 Ί * (MP 
1 14-tl) 1 
1 IS 1 
0 2S-' 
1 4 
0 Ρ 
Slope 
(cpm mains ' 10') 
0 W - 0 II 
9 ""Ч - 1 S2 
12 ч - ' S 
0 1 " - 0 06 
1 2S 1 1 04 
6 S6 · 1 IX 
0 17 + 0 04 
1 99 - 0 26 
S " 'S 1 ] S"1 
0 61 ^ ()()6 
O P - 0 01 
1 '•в -_ (I 42 
s " ' 4 ; 4 OS 
( ) " Ί ; 0 II 
O i l -OOI 
0 S9 - () 06 
1 16 - OSS 
0 47 + 0 0 1 
RN \ con­
centi ation 
l e l a l n e \o 
unbound or 
loial 
p o h s o m a l 
R N \ 
OS 
1 0 
1 9 
-
-
-
1 
1 1 
1 
0 9 
1 S 
1 4 
1 S 
1 1 
while the parameters with their standard deviation of the lines and the calculated 
RNA concentrations relative to unbound or total polvsomal RNA are given 
in Table 2 The data in experiment 1 (Fig 4a) were obtained using polvsomes 
from cells in primary culture and the hybridization patterns of the flow through 
and column-bound polvsomal RNA were compared The bound fraction is 
enriched for RNA complimentary to locus Л-^бА. slightly depleted (or RNA 
complementary to locus 2-32A while the concentration of material complimen­
tary to locus 2-48BC is approximately the same in both prepaiations I xpeii-
mcni 2 is similar, but polysomes isolated from a cell line were used and the 
m situ hybridization pattern of the starting material (total polysomes), the 
paltein ol the flow ihiough material, and the pattern obtained fiom the poly­
somes bound by the immunoaffmity column were compared (big 4b) Again. 
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the bound materials is clearly enriched for material complimentary to locus 
2-36Л but also appears to be enriched, although to a lesser extent Tor sequences 
complimentary to the other loci analysed This low level enrichment is probably 
an artifact: the data obtained for locus 3-59A suggest thai the RNA from 
the bound preparation hybndi/ed slightly more efficiently than the RNA from 
the total polysomes. Indeed, in this experiment locus 3-59A serves as a control 
foi such an effect since 3-59A RNA is also present in high concentration in 
polysomal matenal isolated from cells labelled at 2 5 0 C and cannot code for 
the 70.000 MW polypeptide which is not detectably synlhesi/ed at 25°C 
In contrast to the experiments reported above, no enrichment of 2-36A 
sequences was found in "heat-shocked" polysomal RNA bound to and eluted 
from an immunoaffmily column prepared from antiserum against partially 
punfied D li\dci mitochondrial NADII dehydrogenase ( L . H e r m a n s , unpub­
lished observations) 
Discussion 
The interpretation of the data presented above is critically dependent upon. 
first, the specificity of the antiserum used to purify polysomes, and secondly, 
the reliability of the in situ hybridization data Since our antiserum was raised 
against all cellular proteins with a molecular weight between 65,000 and 75.000, 
our antiserum might be expected to react with both the 67.000 and the 
70.000 MW " h e a t - s h o c k " peptides Hov\c\er. our antiserum reacts only with 
the 70.000 MW band One can only hope to raise antibody against a "heat-
s h o c k " peptide if this peptide is normally present in the cell, since if it is 
made only when the " h e a t - s h o c k " puffs are acti\e. its concentration in the 
isolated protein mixture will probably be too low to be antigenic One might 
reasonably expect thai a " h e a t - s h o c k " peptide which also plays a role in the 
normal cellular metabolism, would persist in the cell while " h e a t - s h o c k " pep­
tides which are required only in response to the imposed metabolic stress might 
be expected to be bioken down when the metabolic stress is allexiated. Of 
the two high MW bands (67,000 and 70,000 MW) which are labelled at 
3 7 0 C only the 70.000 MW band is stable during subsequent incubation of 
the cells at 2 5 0 C while the 67,000 MW band disappears with a T,
 2 of 
approximately 3 h (unpublished data). The instability of the 67.000 MW 
peptide could explain its lack of antigenicity One might furthermore expect 
the antiserum to react with other, non "heat-shock" , proteins of this molecular 
weight present in the cell extract However, such a cross-reaction should not 
interfere with our analysis, since the procedure relies on the purification of 
polysomes \ia the interaction of the antibody with nascent chains and since 
"hea l shocked" cells synthesize primarily " h e a t - s h o c k " peptides. 
Го allow conclusions regarding relative RNA concentrations from in situ 
hybridization patterns, it is necessaiy to analyse these quantitatively. It is clear 
from Table 1 that such a quantitative analysis suffers from a rather high degree 
of uncei tainty. This error apparently arises from the scatter of values obtained 
for different nuclei on one single slide, since, if the average grain count from 
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one slide is used lo calculate ihe line instead of each single gram count, the 
fit of the data is much better. This problem is thus inherent in the methodology 
used, especially when gram counts are low Nevcrlheless, the differences in 
concentration of 2-36A RNA between column-bound RNA and total polysomal 
RNA or unbound RNA are statistically highly significant (fèO.OOS) In princi-
ple. in situ hybridization can be used for the detection and quantitation of 
am RNA sequence In practice, only RNA sequences present in relativclj high 
concentrations and. of course, with a high specific activity, are delected. Ì urlher-
more. as we have already stated above, to allow a quantitative analysis, it 
is necessary to be even more selective and to use RNA preparations which 
contain only a few detectable separate components The addition of radioactive 
precursors only during "heat-shock" yields polysomal RNA preparations which 
meet these criteria, but. as also pointed out above, such a labeling protocol 
assumes inherently that the product of one of the "heat-shock" loci will be 
the one sought. D. Inda has four major heat shock sensitive loci (Bercndes 
et al., 1965)· the three on the second chromosome have been analv/ed quantita-
tively in this study In situ hybridization to the fourth locus, 4-8IB, is difficult 
to quantitate since the gram density over this locus is very low 
However, preliminary data showed no significant enrichment of this RNA 
after immunoaffinity column chromatography. Furthermore, we have not ana-
lyzed hybridization over any non "heat shock" loci except locus 3-59A. which 
is the only prominently labelled non "heat shock" locus under these conditions. 
Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility that, after immunoaffinity chroma-
togiaphy. RNA complimentary to a non "heat-shock" sensitive locus could 
have been enriched more than 2-36A RNA However, if the "heat-shock" 
loci code for the "heat-shock" peptides, as indicated by the actinomycin D 
sensitivity of their synthesis (Lewis et al , 1975. McKenzie cl al . 1975. Koninkx. 
1976). then locus 2-36A is likely to code for the 70,000 MW heat shock peptide 
in D. In dei. 
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CHAPTER V 
Heat-Shock Peptides in Drosophila hydei 
and Their Synthesis in vitro 
Paulus J A SONDI RMLIJI R and Nicolelle II LI IÌSI N 
Dcpanmcnl ol (jenencs Lniversil> of Nijmegen 
(Recened January 30 IT'S) 
The protein-s>nlhelic response to a heal shock, namely the synthesis of a number of new 
peptides, of Drosophila Inda salivary glands and tissue-culture cells appears qualitatively the same 
when analyzed by dodecylsulphate electrophoresis, except that in tissue-culture cells an additional 
band at 25500 V/r appears while the 20000-M, peptide, found in salivary glands, is sometimes absent 
depending on the cell line used Further analvsis of the heat-shock peptides by two-dimensional 
electrophoresis showed that the response of salivary glands and embryonic cells also differs two 
major proteins with a molecular weight around 26000 were found in embryos, one of which may 
be identical to the 2550Ο-Λ/
Γ
 protein seen in cultured cells Two-dimensional heat-shock patterns 
are further characterized by a number of minor polypeptides whose position and intensity vary 
slightly from one tissue to another 
Polysomal poly(A)-containing RNA extracted from heat-shocked embryos and tissue-culture 
cells directed the synthesis in a wheat germ extract of all heat-shock peptides found m m o in the 
same tissue Therefore, the appearance of one additional protein in embryos and tissue-culture 
cells does not arise from tissue-specific posl-translational modifications but must be due to the 
induction of an additional gene as compared to salivary glands A similar conclusion may hold for 
the minor heat-shock proteins found in the two-dimensional patterns m \ivo as well as in vitro 
The translation of mRNAs in \itro has proved to 
be a useful method in analyzing one of the essential 
properties of such RNA, namely the protein chain it 
codes for A number of cell-free systems are known 
which arc able to translate heterologous mRNA 
species These include, for instance, Krebs II ascile 
tumor cell extracts [1], reticulocyte lysates [2,3] and 
wheat germ extracts [4] Translation in wheat germ 
extracts is highly dependent upon the addition of 
RNA and we have chosen to use this system to study 
the synthesis m varo of a set of newly synthesized 
polypeptides appearing after experimental gene induc­
tion in Drosophila by treatments which interfere with 
the normal cellular metabolism [5 — 7] When such 
treatments, for example a heat shock or release from 
anaerobiosis, are applied to Drosophila cells, a number 
of loci (the heat-shock loci) are activated [8—П] 
These active loci can be visualized on the salivary 
gland polytene chromosomes as puffs, while in diploid 
tissue-culture cells it has been shown that polyade-
nylatcd RNA species complementary to these loci are 
found associated with the polysomes [14—16] The 
Ahbrc\iamm Hepes 4 (2 hydroxyeitnl) 1 pipera^meeihanesul-
phomc and 
activation of the heat-shock loci is correlated with and 
probably causally related to theappearanceofa number 
of new peptides in the protein synthetic patterns, since 
after all treatments that induce these loci qualitatively 
the same set of heat-shock peptides appears in salivary 
glands [5 — 7] A similar set of bands also appears in 
tissue-culture cells after a heat shock, but in D h\dei 
cells some of these differ in properties (such as molec­
ular weight and isoelectric point) from those found 
in salivary gland cells We have therefore studied the 
translation in vitro of polysomal RNA, isolated from 
either heat-shocked tissue-culture cells or embryos, 
to determine to what extent these differences are 
related to the mRNA species present or due to possible 
post-translational processing of these peptides 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Culture oj Cells 
Tissue-culture cell lines of D hydei, recently estab­
lished m our laboratory (Sondermeijer and Lubsen, 
unpublished results), were used Cell lines grow in 
monolayers as well as in suspension or spinner cui-
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tures al densities between S χ 10" cells ml and 1 χ 10" 
cells ml Cells have a doubling time ol about 10 h 
in Shields and Sang s revised medium [17] 
/ "S/Mithiomnc-Iahillai Proum txtraas 
Sali\ar> glands were hand isolated from late 
third instar larvae hive pairs were incubated in Poels 
[18] or Shields and Sang s [17] medium lor 60 mm at 
25 С and 17 С Glands were Iranslerred to 10 μΐ 
fresh medium and labelled at 2S С for 20 mm with 
20μ(.ι ["SJmeihioninc (WOO mmol) After rinsing 
in Ringer s solution glands were dissolved in SO μΙ 
l>sis buffer (9 5 M urea OS' Triton X 100 ·> , 
2 mercaptocthanol) Aliquots ol 2 μΐ were used for 
dodecvlsulphate electrophoresis while S μΐ was used 
for two dimensional electrophoresis 
Labelled protein extracts from D hwln cells were 
prepared Irom monolajer cultures growing in 26 1 cm1 
Nunc flasks in Shields and Sang medium Medium was 
replaced bv medium without methionine 24 h before 
the onset of the experiments After a 20 mm prein 
cubalion at 25 С or M С ΙΟ μ<11 ml ["SJmethionine 
was added and incubation was continued for 60 mm 
Cells were collected and washed in Ringer s solution 
and dissolved in 25 μΙ ol the same lysis buffer as used 
for glands 1 he amount of material used for gel 
electrophoresis was the same as that ol sahvarv glands 
Purifnation <>t P<>!\ ( 4 i-Contammg R\ 4 
About 15 g embryos 0 15 h old were collected 
dechononated and incubated dry for an additional 
90 mm at 25 С or 17 С After homogemzation of 
the eggs and repeated washing ol the cells in chilled 
homogeni/alion medium [19] containing 100 μg ml 
cycloheximide the embryonic cells were disrupted by 
vortexing for a tew seconds in 2 ml 0 05 M fris HCl 
(pH 7 4) 0 25 M KCl 0 OS M MgCU 100 μg ml 
polyvinylsulfate and 0 5 Triton X 100 Cell debris 
was removed by cenlritugation at 10000 χ g for 10 mm 
the supernatant was lavered on sucrose gradients 
centnluged in an It С SB 241 rotor lor 72 mm and 
polysomal regions were collected [14] 
Tissue culture cells were submitted to a temperi 
ture treatment by warming up a 200 ml spinner culture 
containing Ι χ 10" cells ml in a water bath to 17 С 
over a 1 S-min period and keeping it at this temperature 
for an additional 45 mm during which spinning was 
continued Polysomes were isolated essentially as 
described by McKen/ie et al [14] Polysomes were 
collccied from the appropriate sucrose gradient frac 
lions by SO , alcohol precipitation dissolved in 2 ml 
of buffer Л (0 01 M Tris HC I pH 7 4 0 01 M t DTA 
0 5 , , dodecvlsulphate) and heated for 2 mm at 80 С 
The solution was made 0 5 M NaC I and applied 
directly lo a poly(U) Sepharose (Pharmacia) column 
No more than 20 Аіьо units of polysomal RNA were 
so 
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applied ml gel volume After repeated washes with 
buffer Α τ 0 I M NaCl poly(A) containing RNA 
was elutcd with three bed volumes 90",, formamide 
10 buffer A (pH 7 2) at 65 С Fractions were alcohol 
precipitated and RNA was dissolved in I h O at a con­
centration ol 1 5μgμl This procedure yielded an RNA 
with high acdvitv in the wheat germ translation assav 
In contrast onlv poor results were obtained when 
polvsomal RNA was submitted to phenol chloro-
lorm extraction prior to chromatography on poly(U) 
Sepharose Sedimentation values of poly(A) contain 
mg RNA were determined on 15 —10' „ linear sucrose 
gradients in 0 01 M Tns-HCl (pH 7 1) 0 1 M NaC I 
and 0 5 dodccylsulphate by ccnmfuging for 4 h 
at 55000 rev mm in an If С SB 408 rotor at 18 С 
0 2S -Ьм) unit ol poly(A)-containing RNA was layered 
on each gradient and the size was determined relative 
to nbosomal RNA markers from tsihernhia coli 
(BDH) Samples were heated for 2 mm at 80 С to 
break up aggregates 
Proitin SinfAiws in vitro 
С rude wheal germ extracts were prepared accord­
ing to Roberts and Paterson [20] except that potassium 
acetate was used in stead of potassium chloride W heat 
germ used for preparation of the extracts was kindly 
donated bv Dr van Kammen Final extracts usually 
had an Агьп of 95 units ml with an Агьо Aim ratio 
of 1 70 Small drops were frozen in liquid nitrogen 
and stored at — 70 С Protein synthesis assays were 
performed in reaction volumes of 12 ціаі the following 
final concentrations 1 μΐ 30000 χ g supernatant, 
20 mM Hopes (pH 7 6 with КОН) 8 mM creatine 
phosphate and 40 μg ml creatine kinase (both ob­
tained from Boehrmgcr) 1 mM ATP 80 μΜ GTP 
75 mM KOAc 2 5 mM MgOAc 2 mM dithioery-
thrilol 200 μΜ spermine 5 mM of each of the ammo 
acids except ["Slmcthiomne (100 О mmol Radio­
chemical Centre Amersham) of which 0 2 m C i m l 
was added Spermine reported to give an additional 
stimulation in the wheat germ system [21] did have a 
positive effect on protein synthesis but analysis of the 
products did noi show any specificity for the high-
molecular-weighl polypeptides Mixtures were incu­
bated at 25 С for 60 mm Total incorporation was 
determined by adding trichloroacetic acid to 2 μΙ 
aliquots heating the mixtures lor 2 mm at 80 С and 
collecting the precipitate on Whatman Gt- A filters 
Aller drying fillers were counted in a toluene-based 
scintillant 
Ot I Ha irophon MS 
Aliquots of protein extracts from glands and tissue 
culture cells and the products of the protein synthesis 
m \iiro were made 0 06 M in Tris HCl (pH 6 8) ^'\ 
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in dodecylsulphate, 5",, in 2-tnercaptoethanol. 10"„ 
in glycerol and 0.001 "„ in bromphenol blue in a final 
volume of 20 μΙ. These samples were then heated at 
80 С for 2 mm and analyzed on 10 o
o
 acrylamide 
dodecylsulphate slab gels [7]. 
Proteins were also analyzed by two-dimensional 
gel electrophoresis [22]. Isoelectrofocussing in the 
first direction was performed in cylindrical gels [23]. 
Gels contained 5°,, acrylamide and 2°,, ampholine 
carriers pH 3.5—10 (LK.B) in 8 M urea. As cathode 
and anode buffer, 0.02 M NaOH (degassed) and 
0.01 M H3PO4 were used respectively. Gels were run 
for 18 h at 150 V. After they had been equilibrated 
in 0.0625 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 5% 2-mercaptoetha-
nol, 2.3% dodecylsulphate, 10"
o
 glycerol for 3 h at 
23 C, gels were layered on a 10",, acrylamide dodecyl­
sulphate slab [7] and run in the second direction. 
After drying, gels were fluorographed [24] by exposure 
to Kodak RP/R 14 X-ray film. 
RESULTS 
Heat-Shock Peptides in vivo 
Incubation at 37 С of D. hydei tissue results in the 
appearance of a number of newly synthesized bands 
in the protein pattern as analyzed by dodecylsulphate 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Heat-shocked sali­
vary glands showed six bands that appear after a 
30-min temperature treatment and continue to be 
synthesized for many hours (Fig. 1 A, see also: Fig.6 
and 7). 
To investigate whether more than six polypeptides 
were induced, 35S-labelled extracts of heat-shocked 
glands were analyzed by two-dimensional electro­
phoresis and the pattern obtained was compared 
with that of untreated glands (Fig. 2 and Table 1). 
The most prominent spot on the autoradiogram 
represents the 67000-Л/, heat-shock protein. Close to 
it the 70000-Л/, product is seen as a weak spot. The 
38 000-M, product seen in Fig. 1 could no longer be 
detected in the two-dimensional pattern owing to 
the relatively low amount of label incorporated in 
this peptide. The lower-molecular-weight region con­
tains three major spots representing the 26000-M,, 
25000-Λ/
Γ
 and 20000-Λί
Γ
 heat-shock bands as seen 
on the usual dodecylsulphate gels. Also a number of 
minor spots appear on these patterns. However, their 
intensity is variable and they do not always migrate 
as clearly distinct spots, see. for instance, the two 
satellite products on both sides next to the major 
26000-M, and 20000-W
r
 proteins. Thus, the six heat-
shock bands seen in dodecylsulphate gels of salivary 
glands contain a number of additional polypeptides, 
which differ in their isoelectric point or molecular 
weight from the major heat-shock proteins. These 
may represent distinct polypeptides or some of them 
133 
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Fig. 1. Autoradtograms of j ibSlmelhionme-labeUed prolem pallern 
of salivary glands of Ό. hydei (A) Glandi were incubated at 25 С 
for 15 min in incomplete Poels" [18] medium with 2 μΟ μΙ 
f35S]meIhionine In Ihe case of heal shock, glands were incubated 
at 37 С for 60 mm followed by a 20-min labeling period at 25 C. 
(B) Dechorionated 12-h-old embryos were incubated at 37 С for 
60 mm, injected with 40 nCi [^Sjmethionine and further incubated 
at 25 С for 20 mm Markers (.Wr χ 10- 3) are indicated in between 
the two lanes 
may be derived from others by post-translational 
processing. 
The protein-synthetic response to heat shock of 
tissues other than salivary glands has been shown 
to be qualitatively analogous to the response of the 
latter tissue [5,14]. Indeed, the one-dimensional dode­
cylsulphate gel electrophoretic pattern of an 3 5 S-
labelled extract from heat-shocked D. hydei embryo­
nic cells is identical to that from salivary glands (com­
pare Fig. 1A and B). Two-dimensional analysis of the 
extracts reveals, however, that one more major protein 
{M, about 26000, isoelectric point 7.7) is induced in 
heat-shocked embryonic cells (Fig. ЗА). The same 
product can also be found in extracts of total first-
instar larvae and imaginai discs or ventral ganglia 
of third-instar larvae after heat-shock treatment. The 
dodecylsulphate gel electrophoretic pattern of heat-
shocked tissue-culture cell extracts does differ from 
that of salivary glands (Fig. 4): one extra heat-shock 
band appears at 25500 M, and in some cell lines the 
20000-M
r
 protein is no longer present. The isoelectric 
point of the 25 500-Л/, protein in a two-dimensional 
pattern (Fig. 3 8) is identical to the isoelectric point 
of one of the proteins with a molecular weight of about 
26000 seen in embryos and some other larval tissues 
but not in glands. This suggests that these proteins 
are identical and that relatively poorer resolution of 
fiuorography, used to analyze the peptide patterns 
from embryos, has obscured the slight molecular 
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Isoelectric point Isoelectric point 
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Fig 2 iutoradhigraphs <>l ¡мчыііпіепзіотіі píetiiOpherogranu of ¡*ySjinethionme^laheíÍed salivar) glantls ineuhated at 25 ( or 37 С 
Labelling procedure was as described in I he legend ol Ι ιμ 1 I-irsi direction (horizontal axis) consisted of isoelectric locussing i o a p H gradient. 
tollowcd b> 1 0 ' , pt)l\der>!.iniide dodee>lsulplidte eleelrophoresis in ihe second direclion Resulls have been summan/ed in Table 1 
Circles indicate the major heat-shock peptides while corresponding positions in the control pattern are marked with broken circles Gels 
were fluorographed according to Bonner and Laskey [24] 
Table 1 ¡denitßcelion of hcat'skock proti ms w Ші агу glands, embryos and tissut -culture << /Л on two-dimensional χιΊ ι let iroplmo^iams 
The table summarizes the results trom experiments such as those shown in Fig 2. Ì and 6 The position of the heat-shock proteins ш vivo 
is determined trom two dimensional patterns They correspond with the positions of the poKpeptides synthesized under the direction of 
RNA isolated from embryos or tissue-culture cells The minor heat-shock proteins ha\e been indicated with brackets 1 speciallv these 
proteins do not always appear as clear!) separated spots, their isoelectric point and Intensity depend on the tissue and varies slightly 
trom one experiment to another Data in the last column of this table indicate the si/e of RNAs coding for the heat-shock proteins 
10 ' χ M
r Isoelectric point Presence in \ ι Svnthesis ш nVro and size of RNA 
70 
67 
(38) 
( " 1 
26 
25 5«) 
25250 
25000 
20000 
4 4 
5-0 
4 S ( 4 7 . 4 4 ) 
7 7 ( 6 2 . 7 2 , 7 9 ) 
(5.8) 
5 8 (5.6) 
4.6(4.5.4.7) 
present in .ill tissues examined 
present in all tissues examined 
minor band, not delected in 2-D gels 
minor band, seen onK in tissue 
culture cells 
all tissues examined 
not found in salivarv glands 
all tissues examined 
all tissues examined 
not present in two cell lines 
directed b\ 2()-S RNA trom embrsos and tissue-culture cells 
directed b\ 20-S RNA Irom embryos and tissue-culture cells 
probabh 2()-S R N A 
probabix 20-S RNA 
I VS RNA Iront embryos and tissue-culture cells 
I VS RNA trom embryos and tissue-culture cells 
IVS RNA from embryos and tissue-culture cells 
I VS RNA trom embryos and tissue-culture cells 
RNA Irom the corresponding lines does not code for this 
protein. 13-S RNA for embryos and other cell lines 
weight dtfference between the embryonic 26000-Λ/, 
and 25500-Λ/, peptides. The absence of the 20000-Λ/, 
protetn is not tissue specific, since two out of our four 
tndependently isolated cell lines do induce this poly­
peptide after a heat shock (Fig 4). Small differences 
also exist in the relative intensities and positions of 
the minor heat-shock products when the different 
cell lines are compared Table 1 summarized the 
results obtained with glands, embryos and tissue-
culture cells It shows that different D. hydei tissues 
show a qualitatively very similar response of their 
protein synthetic pattern after a heat-shock treatment 
The only relevant difference we have been able to 
find is а 25500-Λ/, protein in tissue-culture cells and 
embryos which is not induced in salivary glands 
This difference could be due to post-translational 
processing of one of the peptides or could be encoded 
by mRNA These two alternatives may be distin­
guished if the mRNA is translated in vitro, since, if it 
is due to a tissue-specific post-translational processing. 
then one would expect to find only the precursor 
protein m vitro. 
Protein Synthesis in vitro 
To compare the protein synthetic patterns in vivo 
and in vitro of the heat-shock peptides, RNA was 
prepared from polysomes isolated from embryos or 
from tissue-culture cells It is clear from the patterns 
in vivo that the heat-shock bands are the major 
protein products at 37 С This shift from the sy nthcsis 
of many proteins at 25 С to a few at 37 С is reflected 
in the sedimentation profile of the polysomes of 
D hydei cultured cells (Fig-5)- After transfer to 37 С 
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Fig, 1 Autoratliogntphs of tiro-dimensional th ι ιιιψίη rttgrants of / "SJmethiaitim -tahelted prou m c\iraci\ uf Iteat-shocked O h\doi embryos 
and tissue-culture reib I xlracls were prepared as described in Materials and Methods Circles indicate the major heat-shock peptides 
(see also Table 1) (A) The two-dimensional pattern of embryos; (B) the pattern ol one of the cell lines vchich did not induce the 2І)(НЮ- \1, 
protein 
a new profile is established in approximately .40 mm. 
which is characterized hy a high percentage of XO-S 
monosomes and a small shift of the remaining poly­
somes to higher sedimentation values (20 — 25 ribo-
somes mRNA). This profile remains constant for at 
least the next 2 h The drastic shift in size distribution 
of polysomal material, such as seen in D melanogasler 
tissue-culture cells [14]. does not occur in D. hydei 
cells. This is consistent with differences in the intensity 
of the heat-shock bands in D. hydei and D. melano· 
gaster tissue-culture cells: in the latter more than 
half of the total incorporated [33S]methionine label 
appears in the 70000- V/
r
 band, while In D hydei tissue-
culture cells the 67000-Vi, and 70000-V/
r
 bands to­
gether account for only 25 "„ of the total incorporated 
label. 
Poly(A)-containing RNA was prepared from poly­
somes using poly(U)-Sepharose chromatography. For 
tissue culture cells 3.5",, of the total polysomal RNA 
was bound to the poly(U)-Sepharose and could be 
eluted with 90",, formamide at 65 С This RNA was 
then used to direct protein synthesis in a wheat germ 
extract. Under optimal conditions about 40000 counts 
mm ' μΙ ' were incorporated corresponding to a 
20-fold stimulation above the endogenous level of 
protein synthesis. The total incorporation was the 
same whether RNA was isolated from heat-shocked 
or control cells and depended only on the concen­
tration of the RNA added To show any difference 
in coding properties of RNA isolated from treated 
and non-treated tissue, products of the wheat germ 
incubation were analyzed by dodecylsulphate gel 
electrophoresis. 
The pattern encoded by RNA from heat-shocked 
cells in vitro clearly contains the heat-shock peptides 
both high-Л/, and low-V/
r
 bands seen m vivo after a 
heat-shock treatment are also present in the pattern 
m MHO These are not present in the pattern encoded 
by RNA isolated from control cells (Fig.4). Two-
dimensional analysis of the wheat germ products 
(Fig.6A) shows that all heat-shock proteins synthe­
sized under the direction of RNA isolated from treated 
tissue-culture cells are the same, with respect to molec­
ular weight and isoelectric points, as those found m 
vivo. The pattern in vitro obtained with RNA from 
embryos in a wheat germ incubation (data not shown) 
also fits exactly the one observed m vivo, including the 
25 500-1/, protein with isoelectric point of 7 7 and 
the minor heat-shock proteins appearing in the low-
molecular-weight region 
The relative synthesis of the two high-molecular-
wcight bands was much lower in vitro than in vivo. The 
latter pattern is a function not only of the rate of 
initiation of the respective mRNA species but also 
reflects the accumulation of these peptides during the 
labelling period The pattern тміик on the other 
hand, should be determined only by the relative con­
centrations and initiation frequencies of the mRNA 
species involved. Of course, the eflictencv of initiation 
on the different mRNAs may also ditfer between 
DmsophiUi cells and wheat germ extracts Further­
more. the wheal germ system is known to be relatively 
inefficient in the translation of long mRNAs and can 
give rise to a series of smaller, discrete, peptides due 
to premature termination of the peptide chain [25] 
To determine whether any of the shorter peptides 
observed in our system in vitro are due to a process 
of premature termination of longer mRNAs. poly(A)-
containing RNA from heat-shocked tissue-culture 
cells was separated according to size on a sucrose 
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gradient and the various fractions were assayed in 
the wheat germ translation system in vitro. As shown 
in Fig. 7 and summarized in Table 1, two peaks of 
mRNA activity were observed, one around 20 S and 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
hig.4 Protem pattern of О hydei tiwui-iultun cells lahtlltihn vivo 
i (impariti with (hi pattern of prottms wnifusiztü in vitro under the 
directum of polviA)-eontaining RNA isolated /rtmi (tils (see also 
Table ¡j Extracts were prepared as described in Materials and 
Methods Lanes 1 and 2 show the protein synthetic pattern of heat-
shocked and control tissue-culture cells that do not induce the 
20000-V/, protem Lanes 1 and 4 show the corresponding patterns 
of another cell line where this protein is present The last two lanes 
show the products synthesized in a translation assay m Miro under 
the direchon of RNA isolated from heai-shocked and control cells 
of the type presented in lane 3 Heut-shock bands are indicated 
with small arrows beside the lanes 
one around 13 S Analysis of the protein products of 
these RNAs showed that the 20-S region contained 
the coding sequences for the high-molecular-weight 
heat-shock peptides, probably including the 38000 
and 33000-.Vfr proteins (Fig. 7). The size of the RNA 
coding for the smaller heat-shock peptides could not 
be determined unambiguously from this pattern. 
since the 20-S RNA fraction also directs the synthesis 
of polypeptides with molecular weights of about 
25000 Therefore, products synthesized in vitro under 
the direction of I3-S heat-shock RNA were analyzed 
D s tance sedimenled 
Hg S l-/(t(f of Inai \lio(k on ¡hi polwomal profile of D hydei 
tissue-ctdtute cells ( ) Prohle of cells grown at 25 C- After 
cells have been shifted to M С a new profile ( ) is established 
in about 30 mm No further changes OLciirred during an addilumal 
2-h incubation at 37 С Absorbance scale is expanded 5-füld after 
the 80-S peak 
Isoelect 
•c»— 
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« 
θ 
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Fig 6 iuloradiographs of i\\ o-dimensional elei tropin roçrams of products s\nthesi:ed\n vitro ш response to heal-shot к R\ 4 from lissue-t ulture 
(dh Samples, such as those used in H g 4 lane 5. were analyzed by two-dimensional electrophoresis Heat-shock peptides in vitro are 
indicated with circles (A) The products synthesized under the direction of pol>(A)-containing RNA from heat-shocked culture cells. (B) the 
pattern obtained if only the Π-S pol>(A)-containing RNA fraction is added to the wheat germ incubation 
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by two-dimensional eleclrophorcsis (Fig 6B). This 
pattern contains all low-moletular-weight heat-shock 
proteins. These are thus encoded b\ RNA with a size 
of about 13 S. This does not exclude the possibility 
that some of the small products in vitro, especiallv 
those whose synthesis is stimulated by 20-S RNA 
(Fig. 7). are a result of a phenomenon such as pre­
mature termination. On the other hand, they may also 
represent wheat-germ-specific proteins, since the 20-S 
RNA from control cells also stimulates the synthesis 
of these polypeptides Further studies, for example 
by peptide mapping, will be necessary to determine 
whether these products in vitro correspond to those 
found in vivo or whether they are artefacts of the 
translation system in vitro. 
DISCUSSION 
Drosophila tissues that have been submitted to 
a temperature treatment show a number of drastic-
changes in their protein synthetic pattern In vivo: 
most of the proteins synthesized at 25 С cease to be 
made, and six new bands account for most of the 
[3SS]methionine incorporation as analyzed by auto­
radiography of dodecylsulphate gels [5 — 7]. Two-
dimensional electrophoresis of labelled cell extracts 
reveals that the situation is more complex ; in salivar) 
glands at least two of the bands give rise to multiple 
spots on autoradiographs. Comparison of the response 
of salivary glands and tissue-culture cells showed that 
most of the spots found in the autoradiographs of the 
electropherograms of heat-shocked tissue-culture cells 
coincide with those of salivary gland cells, but some 
peptides are found in one tissue only For example. 
in tissue-culture cells a few peptides unique to the 
heat-shocked cells are found that do not appear in 
salivary glands. One of these (at 33000 .V/
r
) is visible 
only on a one-dimensional electropherogram just as 
the 38000-Л/, peptide in salivary glands More obvious 
is the occasional lack of a 20000-W
r
 peptide and the 
presence of major and some minor 25500-V/
r
 peptides 
in tissue-culture cells. The latter are also found as 
major and minor spots in embryonic patterns, in 
which tissue thev do not separate clearly from the 
26000- V/, peptide on dodecylsulphate gels To deter­
mine whether any of these differences is due to possible 
tissue-specific post-translational modifications, the 
synthesis of these peptides in wheat germ extracts was 
analyzed Poly(A)-containing RNA isolated from 
different cell lines, as well a^ embryos, directed the 
synthesis in vitro of all heat-shock proteins found 
in vivo in corresponding tissues. Molecular weights 
and isoelectric points determined from two-dimensio­
nal patterns were the same In vivo and in vitro Also the 
low-molecular-weight minor heat-shock proteins, in­
cluding the satellite products of the 26000-1/,. 
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Fig. 7. Seilimt'iuaiitm anul\ \t\ of pot} Α ι -ι ontaining RNA Iront luui-
\lu>ckídD hvdei lissue^ulturetreib Poly(A)-containing RNA was 
prepared from polysomes o) heai-shocked tissue-culture cells and 
lavered on linear sucrose dodecylsulphate gradients Samples were 
centrifuged m an It-C SB-40S rotor lor 4 h at S5000re\ min 
Rele\anl tractions were precipitated with alcohol and assayed in 
wheat germ extracts The lower part shows the products synthesized 
under the direction ot different!) st/ed RNAs Results have been 
summan/ed m Table I ι ) Absorbance at 2S4nm. ( ) 
the total incorporation in response to the RNA fraction 
25500-V/
r
 and 20000-A/
r
 major proteins were syn­
thesized in the wheat germ system The synthesis of 
the 25500-V/, polypeptide in vitro, stimulated by 
embryonic and culture cell RNA, makes it rather 
unlikely that it could arise from post-translational 
modification of. for example, the 26000-V/, poly­
peptide Furthermore, gradient anaKsis has shown 
that there is a small difference in si/e of the RNA 
coding for the 26000-A/, and 25 50()-A/
r
 proteins The 
25 500-A/
r
 major heat-shock product in culture cells 
must, therefore, be coded for by a separate RNA 
Similarly the lack of synthesis of the 20000- \tT product 
in two cell lines must be due to an absence of the 
appropriate mRNA. 
With the methodology used here, we cannot be 
certain w hether the minor satellite heat-shock products 
are also encoded by separate RNAs or whether they 
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are derived from the major proteins by a post trans 
lational modification such as N terminal acetylation 
in u i o as well as in Miro Further characterization by 
peptide mapping may solve this problem 
The presence of some of the polypeptides in \itro 
which do not belong to the heal shock products may 
be due to processes such as premature chain termina 
tion The size of the presumptive mRNAs coding for 
these peptides is rather large (around 20 S) considering 
the molecular weights (from 70000 lo 20000) and 
this finding together with the low synthesis of the 
high molecular weight peptides relative to the pattern 
in m o would support the occurrence of premature 
termination 
brom the translation and sedimentation analysis 
in \itro of the RNAs coding for the major heal shock 
peptides it is apparent that there must be at least six 
distinct mRNA species the one for the 70000- M, 
band sediments slightly ahead of the one for the 
67000 M, band while the four mRNAs for the 
26000 25500, 25000 and 20000 W, bands all sediment 
around 13 S There should thus (again excluding the 
minor hcal-shock bands) be at least six genes active 
in tissue culture cells 
A heat-shock activates four loci on D Inch ι sali 
vary gland chromosomes as indicated Ъу the forma 
tion of puffs Messenger RNA complementary to 
these same loci is also found in heat shocked tissue 
culture cells and as we have argued elsewhere [16] 
the amount of DNA at these loci complementary to 
the tissue-culture RNA sequences should be sufficient 
to provide the information for the major heal shock 
proteins However as wc have shown here the heat 
shock pattern from the tissue culture cell line used in 
these studies lacks one of the salivary gland peptides 
and a new peptide is found instead ш \iw as well as 
m MIW Obviously then some of the genes activated 
in tissue culture cells are not identical to those of 
salivary gland cells Hther this peptide is not encoded 
for by a heat-shock locus and indeed only in the case 
of the 70000- Vf
r
 peptide do we have any direct e\ idence 
that this peptide is a product of one of the heat shock 
loci (namely 2—16 A [28]) or alternatively the gene 
for this protein could be located closely linked to one 
of the heat shock sensilivc sites burthcrmore auto 
radiography of pulse labelled heal shocked salivary 
gland chromosomes has shown a high background 
activity over the whole genome [26] while alter 
hybridization in \ilu sites other than the heat-shock 
loci arc labelled ([27 28] and unpublished observation) 
suggesting that a number of additional loci are 
transcribed These sites may code for some of the 
minor proteins 
The activation of the heal shock sensitive loci may 
bea response oflhe cell to metabolic stress Asa result 
synthesis ¡li nino of some en/ymes involved in the 
mitochondrial metabolism is found presumably in 
order to alleviate this stress (for review see [12]) 
Considering the variety of isoenzymes known to occur 
in Drosoplula (for review sec [29]) it would not be 
surprising if some of the heat shock peptides showed 
tissue-specihc differences We would suggest thai this 
is the case for the appearance of a 25500 M, protein 
in tissue culture cells and embryos in \i\o burther-
more the same product is also found in heat shocked 
first instar larvae and in the imaginai discs and 
ganglia from third-mstar larvae On the other hand 
the absence of the 20000 U, protein is cell line 
specific other D Indei cell lines do synthesize this 
product m \ι\ο and m \itro It may be pointed out here 
that this phenomenon is not associated with eventual 
aneuploidy of some ot the cell lines since the karyo­
types show no irregularities as far as concerning the 
autosomes 
In the foregoing discussion we have assumed thai 
the mRNAs for the heat shock peptides do not pre­
exist in the cell but arc made exclusively al 37 С or 
at least, that ihe concentration of these mRNAs at 
25 С is low enough not to affect the specihe activity 
of the mRNA species isolated from heal shocked cells 
incubated with radioactive precursors Only if this 
assumption is correct will hybridization of such RNA 
preparations m uni indicate the sites coding for the 
heal-shock peptides It has been shown that treatment 
with actmomvcin D prevents the appearance of the 
heat shock peptides [6 7 14] and the expression of 
the heat-shock peptides thus depends upon RNA 
synthesis í/í tuno On the other hand it is clear from 
the synthetic patterns in MÌO and from the polysome 
pallerns ([14] and as shown above) lhat a heal shock 
is also accompanied by a translational response 
only the heat shock mRNAs arc aclivclv translated 
This is in marked contrast to the situation during 
incubation with arsenite for example in this case 
the peptides made in control cells continue to by syn-
thesized [7] although arsenite activates the same loci 
and the heat shock peptides also appear Spradling 
et al [27] have shown that the amount of pre existing 
polv(A) containing RNA is strongly reduced during 
the heat shock treatment Nevertheless Ihe heat-
shock mRNA was not the predominant mRNA 
species This is in agreement with our translation 
results in Miro the heat shock peptides are a minor 
product Apparently a number of mRNA species are 
still present in the polysomal preparations but are 
being poorly translated m MIO 
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CHAPTER VI 
The Activity of Two Heat Shock Loei 
of Drosophila hydei in Tissue Culture Cells 
and Salivary Gland Cells as Analyzed by 
in situ Hybridization of Complementary DNA 
P J Λ Sondermeijer and Ν Η Lubsen 
Department of Genetics Universilv of Nijmegen The Netherlands 
Abstract. Complementary DNA was made to poly \ ' nuclear or polysomal 
RNA isolated from heat shock tissue culture cells of Diosophila In dei A 
number of loci other than the four major heat shock loci are labelled after 
in situ hybridization of these cDNA preparations, while solution hybridiza­
tion indicated that only about 10% of the cDNA was specific for heat 
shocked cells Removal of the fraction of cDNA which could react with 
25°С RNA and subsequent in situ hybridisation of heat shock specific cDNA 
indicated that locus 4-81 B, a major salivary gland heat shock locus, is 
also active at 25° С in tissue culture cells, while locus 4-85 В is specifically 
activated by heat shock in tissue culture cells This latter locus is not seen 
to be clearly puffed in salivary glands, but was shown to be active in that 
tissue both by direct autoradiography oí salivary gland chromosomes after 
3H-uridine labeling and by hybridization of cDNA to chromosomal RNA 
Introduction 
Cytochemical studies of salivary gland polytene chromosomes have shown that 
interference with the respiratory metabolism of Drosophila cells (for example 
by incubation of the cells at 37° С instead of 25° C) not only causes the activation 
of the heat shock loci (Ritossa 1962 1964, Ashburner. 1970, van Breugel, 
1966 Leenders and Berendes, 1972) but also the repression of the already 
active developmentally regulated loci (Jamnch et al , 1977) Thus, during incu­
bation at 17°С the heat shock loci are the major sites ol intense RNA synthesis 
while some RNA synthesis continues at other loci The changes in the pattern 
of transcription after a heat shock in diploid cells have been studied via in 
situ hybridization of in vivo labelled RNA (McKenzie el al 1975 Spradling 
et a l , 1975, Bonner and Parduc, 1976 Lubsen et a l , 1978) Since this technique 
detects only RNA species with high specific activity and of high concentration 
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the in situ hvbridiAition pattern retlects onlv parti.illv the transcription pattern 
of the cells Nevertheless, it is cleai that the т.цог heat shock loci found 
in polvlene chromosomes are also active in tissue culline cells dui mg incubalion 
at 37°C However, a number of oihei loci, lor example the histone locus (Spi.id­
ling el a l . 1975). are also seen to be active Since v\e have show η that m 
Diosophila In ilei the protein synthetic patlein during a heat shock dilleis be­
tween salivary glands and lissue cullili e cells (Sondei mener and I ubsen. 1978). 
the question arises to what extent the tianscuption ot loci othei than the т.цог 
salivary gland heat shock loci is unique lo heal shocked cells We have theieloie 
prepared complementary DNA io both nuclear and polysomal poly Л containing 
RNA from heat shocked cells, and leaded this cDNA with RNA hom cells 
incubated at 250C to remove those sequences which weie а Ко pieseni beloie 
the temperature shift The resulting cDNA piepatations weie then used in 
in situ hybridization expenmenls to identily those loci which are active only 
during a heal shock I hese studies show that the major salivary gland heal 
shock locus, 4-81 B. is also active at 250C in tissue cullure cells and lhat locus 
4-85 B, not known as a major salivary gland heat shock locus, is specifically 
activated bv a heat shock in tissue culture cells 
Materials and Methods 
rhe condilions lor growih labihng .mil Іг.ііліоп.иіоп ol /' h\iki lissue iiilliire nils h.ive beni 
ilesinbed pre\iousK (Lubsen el al ІУЧ I ubsen and Sondernici|ei IУМ PoK-V poKsomal 
RNA was prepared anording lo Sondermeiiei and t ubsen ( i y s ) lo obtain pol\-\ milieu 
RNA RNA was isolaled I rom ihe nude nueleai pellet b\ gii.inidiiio iMrailion as descubeil h\ 
Strohman el al ОУ"*) and lurlher punliid b\ poK-l Sepharose ihiomalograpli\ as desuibed 
lor polysomal R N ^ 
Piipaiation шні fhhiulizulwii t>t (Л I 'H-I.ihelled ιΠΝ \ was svmlicsi/ed in ihe presenee ol 
'H-dCI Ρ essentialls as described b\ Monahan el al (ІЧ^п) I he speufn aelmiv was I \ * \{) dpm 
μ g Solulion h\bridi/alion reniions in a final \olunie ol 2 μΙ were eairied oui in (I 1 M N.iC I 
20 mM Tns-HCI (pH ") 1 mM I DI \ 0 1",, SDS m sealed capillaries at 6" ( I lie evieni ol 
hvbndi/ation was assaved using S nuclease according lo Seebuig et al ( 1Ч"",| ι Π \ \ was enmheil 
lor heal shock sequences bv reaclion wuh lolal 2^ С cell RN \ (linai concentralion I 2 mg ml) 
ю a R,,! ol about 10(1 m ΜΙμΙ linai voltime unilei ihe same conditions Sinale stianded ι Π \ \ and 
c[)\A-RNA hvbiids were isolateci I rom the Luge scale hvbiidi/ation reaction h\ Indiowlapaliic 
chiomatographv according to Kiirl/ and I cigelson (I1)""1) 
In some cvperimenls c D N \ ol delined м/с was used This was oblained b\ centrilugmg 
cDNA Ihrough a I S to W « sucrose gradient in 10 mM Ins p l l " ' 2 0 Ι M \ i d 10 mM I DI \ 
()2" I I SDS lor I h al НГС in an I K SU 40^ rolor Ihe 4S Iraclion was collecled and c D N \ 
was recovered b^ alcohol precipitalion in ihe presence ol / ioli nbosomal RN \ as cainei 
In ulti llxhiitlizatuin Conditions lor m situ Inbndi/alion and quanlilalion ol ihe pallerns obtained 
ha\e been described pre\iousl\ (I ubsen and Sondeimeiiei ll)"S) cDNA Inbndi/alion lo chromoso 
mal RNA was perlormed as described b\ Lnak el al (14"S) 
Mamuils All radioactive materials weie obtained Irom the Radiochemical С е т и \nicrshani 
Reverse transcriptase was generouslv donated bv Dr I VV Heard SI nuclease was Irom Sisima 
hvdrowlapalile grade ИГР vías Irom HioRad and / coll nbosomal R N \ was oblained Irom 
Miles Ml other chemicals used were reagent grade 
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Results 
//; Min Hybridization ami Solution Hybridization <>l cDNA 
Complementar). cDNA prepared from either poh A nuclear RNA (cDNAJ 
or from poh A polysomal RNA (cDNAp) hybridized, as shown in Figure 1, 
to the known salivary gland heat shock loci of Drosophila hydci. namely 2-32A. 
Fig. la and b. In situ hybridization of 9S cDNA. a cDNA,, was Inbndizcd at a concentration 
of 2.5 χ ΙιΙ"ιορηι/μ1 1 xposure time was 35 days Ь cDNA,, hybridized as in a. but exposure lime 
was 4(ida>-. Chromosomal loci are indicated h\ (he number of the band. Major heat shock 
loci are shown wnh л double arrow 
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* * M г 
Fig. 2a and b. In situ hybridization of 
9 S cDNA to locus 2-48C. a cDNA,, 
was hybridized at a concentration of 
2.5 χ 104 cpm/μΐ. Exposure time was 
35 days, b cDNA,, was hybndi/ed at 
6.4 χ 10' cpm/μΙ. Exposure time was 
46 days. The arrow indicates locus 
2-48C 
2-36A, 2-48C and 4-81В (for review, see Berendes, 1975) and the relative grain 
densities over these loci are about the same as those found using in vivo labelled 
RNA (see Lubsen et al., 1978): high density over locus 2-32A, much lower 
over 2-36A and 4-8IB, while locus 2-48C is strongly labelled using cDNA,,, 
but only weakly with cDNAp (Fig. 2). In vivo labelled heat shock RNA hybrid­
izes, in addition to the four major heat shock loci, also markedly to loci 
4-85B and 3-59A. cDNA only hybridized to one of these, namely 4-85B, but 
not to locus 3-59A. The RNA complementary to locus 3-59A does not contain 
poly-A (unpublished observation) thus explaining the lack of the corresponding 
cDNA, Furthermore, cDNA hybridizes to a number of other sites on the chro­
mosomes (for example: 2-31, 2-37, 3-57. 4-89, 5-120, see Fig. 1) and a general 
label over the chromosomes is seen. 
The cDNA sequences hybridizing to loci other than the heat shock loci 
could be complementary to RNA already present in the cell before transfer 
to 37° C, since the majority of polysomal RNA isolated from heat shocked 
cells does not code in vitro for the heat shock proteins, the major in vivo 
translation products (Sondcrmeijer and Lubsen, 1978). 
To determine the extent of reaction of our cDNA preparations with 25°C 
RNA, cDNA was hybridized in solution with 25°С RNA and the kinetics 
of the reaction were followed. Both cDNAp (Fig. 3a) and cDNA,, (Fig. 3c) 
reacted extensively with 25°С RNA, namely to about 80%. The extent of reac­
tion of cDNAp and cDNA,, with their template (Fig. 3b, d), heat shock poly-A+ 
nuclear or polysomal RNA. was not significantly different from the extent 
of reaction of the cDNA with 25° С RNA. nor did the kinetics of the reaction 
differ significantly, if one takes into account that total 25°С RNA and not 
poly-A4 RNA was used. These data do not show the presence of a heat shock 
«A 
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RNA bcDNA, with рок A роі ьошаі RNA с tDNA, with total 2VC RNA d cDNA,, with 
poly A nuckar RNA 
Tabic I. f Mont of rcaitions ol 
Iraclionalcd L D N A with heat shock 
RNA L D N A paparalions were incubated 
with total 2^CC total pol\somal or 
total nuclear heat shock RNA as 
indicated to R„t ol HO The extent 
ol reaction was assayed by 
Indroxylapatue chroinalograph\ 
%h\bridizcd 
cDNA with total 25° RNA 
ss cDNA, with total 
pois soma 1 RNA 
cDNA which did not 
h\bridi/e to total 2'>°C 
RNA and to total poh 
somal RNA with total 
nuclear RNA 
cDNA, with total 250C RNA 
ss cDNA, with total 
poKsomal RNA 
79 
40 
15 
81 
50 
specific cDNA Iraction However, solution hybridization of the total cDNA 
preparations with the various RNA preparations may not be sensitive enough 
to delect a minor traction Therelore to enrich lor possible heat shock specific 
sequences, the cDNA preparations were reacted with 250C RNA to R0t of 
150. unreacted cDNA (ss cDNA) was separated from the cDNA-250C RNA 
hvbnd by hydroxylapatite chromatography and then incubated with total heal 
shock polysomal RNA, again to R,,! 150 As shown in Table 1, both cDNA
n 
and cDNAp reacted to about 80% with 250C RNA Of the 20% of the cDNA
n 
which did not react with 25°С RNA, W/o was capable ol further reaction 
with total heat shock polysomal RNA About a third ol the traction of cDNA,, 
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Table 2. Qudnuution of in siiu hvbndiAilion of ss and ds cDNA,, Оміп 
counts and their standard deuaium shov\n were obtained, after 18 da\s expo­
sure. with ds cDISA,, at I 13 χ IO3 cpm/μΐ and ss cDNA,, al 9 3 χ IO" cpm/μΙ 
In silu hybridization palterns at two olher eDNA eoncentralions were also 
quanlitated and the relative conccmralion ol ι he various sequences was ob-
lained Irom ihe ratio ol the slopes ol a double reciprocal plot ol grain counts 
versus cDNA concentration 
Locus 
З:А 
36Л 
48C 
81 В 
85» 
Grain counts 
d s c D N A 
3 9 ( 2 1 
1 2 + 1 2 
2 0 + 1 4 
2 3 + 1 5 
1 5 - 1 6 
+ s d 
ss c D N A 
78 + 2 9 
2 5 - 1 3 
3 5 - 1 5 
1 6 - 1 6 
3 2 - 2 2 
Rel. 
1 7 
3 5 
1 8 
0 7 
1 8 
which did not react with either 250C RNA or heat shock polysomal RNA. 
could hybridize further with nuclear heat shock RNA. Thus, of our cDNA
n 
preparation. 80% is also present in 25°С RNA, a further 6% is not present 
in 250C RNA but is shared with polysomal heat shock RNA, while 5% is 
only found in heat shock nuclear RNA. Similarly, 83% of cDNAp is common 
to both 25°C RNA and heat shock polysomal RNA. and only 8% is unique 
to heat shock polysomal RNA. 
A similar approach was used to identify the active loci unique to heat 
shocked cells by in situ hybridization of cDNA: cDNA was reacted with total 
RNA extracted from control cells to a R0t of about 100. About 60% of the 
cDNA hybridized with RNA under these conditions and this cDNA (ds cDNA) 
was removed from the non reacting species (ss cDNA) by hydroxylapatitc chro­
matography. Both thesecDNA preparations were then used for in situ hybridiza­
tion. Hybridization to the four known salivary gland heat shock loci and to 
locus 4-85B. the only other locus significantly labelled with ss cDNA. was 
quantitated. An example of the grain counts obtained using ds and ss cDNA
n 
is shown in Table 2 (similar results were obtained using cDNAp). Hybridization 
was quantitated at different cDNA concentrations, these results were plotted 
in a double reciprocal plot of grain counts vs cDNA concentration (Lubscn 
and Sondermeijer, 1978) and the slope of the resulting lines was used to calculate 
the relative concentration of a particular cDNA species in ds and ss cDNA. 
As shown in Table 2, ss cDNA was about twofold enriched for sequences 
complementary to loci 2-32A. 2-36A, 2-48C and 4-85B, but was relatively 
depleted for sequences complementary to heat shock locus 4-8IB. These data 
show that a heat shock activates locus 4-85B in tissue culture cells, while locus 
4-81В is apparently also active at 250C. However, we do detect in vivo labelled 
heat shock RNA hybridization to this locus and this must thus also be active 
at 37°С If unlabelled 4-8IB sequences are indeed present before transfer of 
the cells to 370C then the specific activity of in vivo labelled 4-81В RNA 
will be lower than that of for example 2-32A RNA which is not present in 
control cells. A comparison of the kinetics of RNA and cDNA (of which. 
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Fig. 4a-<:. QuantiUtive in silu hybridization of heal shock RNA and cDNAp Double reciprocal 
plot ol" grain counts versus RNA or cDNA concentration All grain counts were standanzed 
to 40 d exposure Ordinate scales were chosen such that for 2-36A (b) the RNA-hne parallels 
the cDNA line Corresponding lines lor 2-32A and 4-81B are in a and с resp Broken lines represent 
the polysomal RNA (s a 4 χ 10' cpm^g) Solid lines represent the cDNA,, (see also Table 3) 
Tabic 3. Relative concentration of heat shock sequences in cDNA compared to their concentration 
in RNA Slopes were calculated from the data as shown in Figure 4 Last column of this table 
shows the apparent relative ennchment of 4-81В sequences in cDNA preparations 
I ocus 
32 Л 
36A 
81B 
Slope ol RNA-hne 
(μ8/μ1χ 10') 
( Π 2 ± ( ) 3) 
(70 5±5"?) 
(138 3± 13 2) 
Slope ofcDNA-hnc 
( μ
Ε
/ μ 1 χ Ι ( ) " ) 
(5 7J.0 3) 
(26 0 ± l 2) 
(30 4+1 7) 
Concentration of labelled 
sequences in cDNA 
relative to RNA (χ IO"') 
(2 3 + 0 2) 
(27 + 0 3) 
(4 5 - 0 7) 
of course, length and specific activity of all sequences are the same) hybridization 
allows the calculation of the relative specific activity of different RNA species 
and should show a relatively lower specific activity of 4-8IB RNA. Accordingly, 
•'H-labelled polysomal poly-A ' RNA was isolated and part of this preparation 
was used for the synthesis of cDNA and part was hybridized in situ directly. 
Both RNA and cDNA preparations were hybridized in situ at different concen­
trations, grains were counted over the various loci and plotted against RNA 
or cDNA concentration in a double reciprocal plot (Fig. 4). Since the C 0ti 2 
and the R Q ^ 2 should remain constant, assuming no preferential copying by 
reverse transcriptase, both the slope and the intercept of these lines are a function 
of the specific activity of the RNA. In our calculation we have used the slope, 
since this value is less sensitive to error (Lubsen and Sondermeijer, 1978). In 
Figure 4. where the results of such an experiment are shown, the scale was 
chosen such that the slopes of the RNA and cDNA lines are the same for 
locus 2-36A Then the slopes of the RNA and cDNA lines for locus 2-32A 
are also parallel indicating that 2-32A and 2-36A RNA have the same specific 
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Fig. 5. In situ hybridization of different 
si/ed RNA fractions. Poly-(A)-containing 
RNA (b.a. I χ 10s cpm/ng) from pol\somes 
of heat-shock tissue culture cells was 
separated according to si/e on 
sucrose/dodccylsulphatc gradients as 
described for cDNA in Methods. 'H-JS 
RNA (s.a. 9 χ 10s cpm/ng) was added and 
after alcohol precipitation fractions were 
hybridized In situ Grain counts of the heat 
shock loci 2-32A, 2-36A, 4-Х IB and 4-85Β 
were standanzed to the saturated 5S locus 
2-23B. Size markers were 16 and 2.4 S 
ribosomal RNA from E. coli 
Fig. 6. a Transcription autoradiograph of D. hydei salivary gland polytene chromosomes. Salivary 
glands were isolated from late third instar larvae, incubated for 1 h al 37°С In the medium described 
by Shields and Sang (1977) which we also use for our tissue culture. Subsequently glands were 
incubated for 10 min in medium containing 100 μΟ/ηιΙ 'H-uridine and prepared for autoradiography 
as described by Berendes (1968). Exposure time was three days, b In situ hybridization of cDNA,, 
to chromosomal RNA. cDNA,, at 1.8 χ 10* cpm/μΙ was hybridized to chromosomes from heat 
shocked salivary glands under conditions favoring DNA-RNA hybridization (see Methods). Expo­
sure time was 17 davs. Heat shock loci are indicated 
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activity. The slope of the RNA line for locus 4-8IB is twice as large as that 
of the cDNA line and the specific activity of 4-8IB RNA is thus half of that 
of 2-32A and 2-36A RNA and this RNA must thus be also present in control 
cells, in agreement with our ss cDNA hybridization data. This calculation is 
valid only if 2-32A, 2-36A and 4-8IB RNA are all of the same length. To 
show that this is indeed the case. ^H-labelled poly-A' polysomal RNA was 
separated by sucrose gradient centrifugation and fractions of the gradient were 
used for in situ hybridization As shown in Figure 5, 2-36A and 4-81B are 
both approximately 20S, the main peak of RNA hybridizing to locus 2-32A 
is also 20S but a minor. 13S. component is present. Locus 4-85B and 2-48BC 
both produce smaller RNAs. 
The Activity of Locus 4-85B During Heat Shock in Salivary Glands 
The data obtained with in situ hybridization of ss cDNA show that locus 
4-85B is activated by heat shock in tissue culture cells This locus has been 
previously reported as a heat shock locus in salivary glands, but only during 
a specific stage of development (Berendes et al., 1966), and this locus has there-
fore not been considered d major heat shock locus in D. hydei. In the light 
of our results with tissue culture cells, we have reexamined the activation of 
this locus by a heat shock in salivary glands Autoradiography of heat shocked 
salivary glands pulse labelled with 3H-uridine shows that this locus is indeed 
active in all salivary glands of all stages examined although never clearly puffed 
(Fig 6a). When cDNA prepared i rom tissue culture cell RNA is used as a 
probe for chromosomal RNA bound to salivary gland chromosomes, this locus 
is also labelled, as are the heal shock puffs (Fig 6b), showing that indeed 
the same RNA is produced in both tissue culture cells and salivary glands 
Discussion 
We have previously shown that, in D. hvdei, the synthesis of one of the heat 
shock proteins is tissue specific, since we were unable to detect the synthesis 
of the 25,500 dalton protein found in tissue culture cells m salivary glands 
(Sondermeijer and Lubsen. 1978). Hence, it is not surprising that the RNA 
synthesis pattern at 37°С also shows tissue specificity. This is indicated by 
the high activity of locus 4-85B in tissue culture cells: according to our cDNA 
in situ hybridization data the amount of RNA complementary to this locus 
present in tissue culture cells is about the same as that complementary to 
locus 2-36A, while, if puff size is taken as a measure of activity in salivary 
glands, this locus is much less active than locus 2-36A there. Locus 4-85B 
produces a 13S RNA, the same size as that of the RNA coding for the 25,500 
dalton heat shock protein (Sondermeijer and Lubsen, 1978), and the apparent 
difference in activity of this locus in these two tissues could thus be related 
to the differential synthesis of this protein At the present time, however, we 
have no direct evidence that locus 4-85B does code for the 25,500 dalton protein. 
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In contrast to locus 4-85B locus 4-81В is also active at 250C in tissue 
culture cells while this locus is. at least when studied c\tologicall> inactive 
at 250C in sahvarv glands Since we do not know the half hie of 4-81В RNA 
in tissue culture cells, we cannot determine the extent ol activation of this 
locus in heat shocked cells However, we have observed that, in cells labelled 
tor one hour the specific actmtv ol 4-81 В RNA is about half that ol the 
other heat shock RNA. thus the amount synthesized in one hours is approxi­
mately equal to the amount present in the cell belore transfer to 370C If 
the half hie ol this RNA would be the same as that tound lor short lived 
mRNA species in D mclanoçastei cells, namely one hour (Lengyel and Penman, 
1977). then this locus would not be activated by a heat shock but merely 
not repressed 
In some experiments, such as the one shown in Figures 2 4. we have used 
cDNA ol defined size tor in situ hybridization The amount of grains over 
any one locus at saturation is then a measure of the number of genes present 
at that locus Hom the intercept of the double reciprocal plot of grain counts 
versus cDNA concentiation. and using the hybridization elficiency determined 
bv S¿abo et al (1977). we estimate that locus 2 i2A contains ten genes, locus 
2-36Л four, and that locus 2-48BC has only one gene coding for the RNA 
found in the cytoplasm Locus 2-48BC is always much heavier labelled using 
cDNA,, than cDNAp. and our preliminary data indicate that this denser label 
is due to the presence ol sequences complemenlarv to the nucleai 2-48BC RNA 
(Lubsen et al 1978). which does contain poly-A (unpublished observations) 
I hese data suggest that the poly-'\ containing sequences ol the nuclear and 
cytoplasmic 2-48 IK species are not identical, and the number of grains obtained 
indicate, lurthermore that the nuclear 2-48BC RN-\ is repetitive either internally 
or externally 
Oui data on the kinetics ol solution hybridization ol cDNA with Us template 
indicate a considerabK higher complexity ol heat shock polysomal RNA than 
that lound bv Biessmann el al (1978) using D melaiioçasici We have no real 
explanation tor this discrepancy, and we can only suggest that, on the basis 
ol published piotein synthetic patterns ol heal shocked D теішюцамсі tissue 
culture cells (McKenzie et al 197s. McKenzie and Mcselson, 1977) and D lixdei 
tissue culture cells (Sondermeiier and I ubsen. 1978). the translation control 
in the latter cells appears to be less stringent and the synthesis of all heat 
shock proteins about equal, while in the D nwlanoçastet cells the main product 
appears to be the 7().0()() dallon heal shock protein These effects would cause 
a higher complexity ot D IIMICI polvsomal RNA Clearly, a lurther investigation 
ol the translauonal control and the laic of ihe preexisting mRNA in heat 
shock cells is needed to resolve this issue 
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CHAPTER VII 
Rapid Sequence Divergence 
in a Heat Shock Locus of Drosophila 
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Dcpartmcnl ot CicnctiLs. I rmcrsilv ol Nuimcgcn. Niimcgen. Πιο Netherlands 
Abstract. In situ hybridization o f c R N A transcribed from cloned D. mclano-
gasti'i heat shock sequences to D li\dei chromosomes has shown that the 
D livch'i locus 2 32 Λ corresponds to the D. nwlcinogasicr locus 87 A/C 
and the D. Ii\dei locus 2 36 Λ to the D. meltmogastcr locus 95 D. uhile 
the D Inda locus 4 81 В corresponds to the D. melaiioga^tcr locus 63 ВС. 
No hybridization to D Indci chromosomes v\as found with c R N A tran­
scribed from a clone containing the У β sequences encoded b\ the D. nwlcniogas-
Icr locus 87 С Neither D. mchmogaster heat shock RNA nor D. ivn/is 
heat shock R N A h>bridized significantly to the D Iwdei heat shock locus 
2 48 В l 'urthermore, D. h vela heat shock R N A did not hybridize to the 
cytological homologs of locus 2 48 В found in I) repleta or in D. uinli\. 
D livilei heat shock. RNA did hybridize to the cytological homologs of 
locus 2 48 В in D. ncolnclci and D соіімісі. both of which belong to the 
h \ dei subgroup 
Introduction 
All Drosophila species studied so far have heat shock genes, ι e . a set of genes 
that is specifically induced by transferring tissue from 25° C" to 37° С (for review. 
see Ashburner and Bonner, 1979) The characteristics of the heat shock response 
is similar in the various species studied more closely and it is generally believed 
that the heat shock genes in these species are homologous genes, ι е., that 
they are phylogenetically related Indeed, it can be easily shown with the use 
of cloned D N A that the some heat shock genes of D. ntelaiiogastcr and D 
lutici are closely related (see Results). Some differences between species do 
however exist bor example, one of the heat shock loci in D luda, locus 
2 48 B. can be induced with \itamin B(1 and produces a large and complex 
R N P particle (Leenders et al . 1973) I urthermore. it produces RNA that is 
mainly confined to the nucleus (Lubsen et al . 1978). Neither induction of a 
heat shock locus with \itamin B(1 nor production of a complex R N P particle 
by a heat shock locus have been found in 1). mclauogasta (Derksen. 1975). 
so thai, no obvious cytological homology exists between locus 2 48 В of /λ 
luda and any of the heat shock sites m /) inelanogastci From linkage data 
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it could be surmised thai locus 2 48 В of D In dei and heat shock locus 9^ D 
of D nielaiiogastei are related, since both map close to the ehom locus (Scalenghe 
and Ritossa, 1977, Lubsen, unpubl ) Alternatively, heat shock locus 87 С ol 
D mclanogctstci could contain sequences homologous to locus 2 48 В since 
locus 87 С also produces RNA (the y.ß sequences) that is tound only in the 
nucleus (Henikoff and Mesclson, 1977) although others have detected it also 
in the cytoplasm (Lis et al 1978) A second transcript of locus 87 С is virtualK 
identical to the mRNA transcript of locus 87 A, both coding for a 70 000 
dalton protein (Ish-Horovwcv et al , 1979) Surprisingly, the a/i sequences of 
locus 87 С are not found in D smnilans which is closely related to D meliiiioqas-
tei although the Hl Al С mRNA sequences are present (Livak et al 1978) 
It is thus of interest to determine whether the a/i sequences are present in 
the much more distantly related D Indei and furthermore, to test whether 
heat shock RNA isolated from D nwlanogastei cells hybndi/cs to locus 2 48 В 
of D In dei 
In contrast to the situation in D melanogastei induction of a heat shock 
locus with vitamin B6 and production of the complex RNP particles is found 
in D inilts its locus 20 CD is cytologically homologous to locus 2 48 В of 
D Indei (Dcrksen, 1975 Gubcnko and Bancheva 1979) Moreover within 
the icpleta group to which D Indei belongs heat shock loci cytologically 
homologous to locus 2 48 В have been identified on the basis of the banding 
pattern ot the polvtcne chromosomes (Bercndcs, 1965) By in situ hvbndization 
of D Indei heat shock RNA to the polvtcne chromosomes of D molnda 
D eolndei D repleta and D uuln and by in situ hybridization of D milis 
heat shock RNA to D Indei we have tested whether the homologv in c\tologv 
as found in the lepleta group and m D uriln is accompanied bv sequence 
homology of the RNA transcripts of these loci As we show below locus 
2 48 В shows sequence homology only within the D Inda subgroup not else­
where 
VIateríais and Methods 
3H labeled RNA was isolalcd from heat shock lissut cuUure cells of D huh ι and I) mcliim>t>iista 
or Trom primairs culture cells of D moliuta and D urilii as prcuousk described (1 ubscii et al 
197S) cRNA from plasmids 212 1 and 2^2 2 was kindk donated b\ M Mesclson cRNA Irom 
Ihc other plasmids used in this study were prepared as described b\ 1 ivak ci al (1978) 
Conditions of in situ h\bridi/aiion were as described previous!) (Lubsen et al l'^X) except 
that бхЬЬС was used and the hybridization temperature was 60° С I he sites of hybridization 
of the polvtcne chromosomes were determined by using the lollowing chromosome maps for 
D huh ι the map of Bcrendcs (1965) for D npUni the map ol Wasserman (19S4) lor D 
uiilis the map of Hsu as published bv Gubcnko and Bancheva (1979) 
Results 
The Homolog) hetw een ih at Slux к Loc ι 
of D melanogaster and D Indei 
DNA sequences of several of the D nielcmogaster heat shock loci have been 
cloned (for a description of the plasmids used here see Livak et al , 19'78 
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Fig. I a-c.' Hybridization of cloned D melanogaster heat shock sequences to D hvilci chromosomes. 
a cRNA (1 1 χ 105срт/цІ) from plasmid pPW227 (Ö. melanogaster 95 D DNA), exposure time 
was 35 days : b cRN A (3.0 χ К)4 срш/μΙ) from subclone 232.1 (O. melanogaster 87 С DNA), exposure 
time was 60 days; с cRNA (3.0 χ IO4 cpm/μΐ) from subclone 244.1 (D melanogaster 63 ВС DNA). 
exposure time was 60 days. In a and b the long arrow points to locus 2 32 A while the short 
arrow indicates locus 2 36 A In с the long arrow points to locus 4-81 В 
and Holmgren et al.. 1979) and the presence of these sequences in the D. hydei 
chromosomes can be determined unambiguously by in situ hybridization. Ac­
cordingly. cRNA from three different clones of D. melanogaster heat shock 
loci were hybridized to D. hydei salivary gland chromosomes: cRNA from 
subclone 232.1. which contains the coding sequence for the 70,000 dalton heat 
shock protein and which derives from the D. melanogaster locus 87 C, hybridized 
readily to locus 2 32 A and to a much lesser extent to locus 2 36 A (Fig. 1 b). 
The latter locus hybridized well with cRNA from clone pPW 227, which derives 
from the D. melanogaster locus 95 D. Hybridization to locus 2-32 A was also 
seen with this cRNA (Fig. la). These data show that the D. melanogaster loci 
87 A/C are homologous to the D. hydei locus 2-32 A while the D. melanogaster 
locus 95 D corresponds to the D. hydei locus 2 36 A. Furthermore, there is 
sequence homology between loci 2 32 A and 2-36 A as is found for loci 87 A/C 
and 95 D in D. melanogaster (Holmgren et al.. 1979). Finally, the D. hydei 
locus 4-81 В hybridized with cRNA from subclone 244.1, which contains the 
coding sequence from D. melanogaster locus 63 ВС (Fig. 1 c). In contrast. cRNA 
from subclone 232.2 (which contains the α/ί sequence encoded by the D. melano­
gaster locus 87 C) did not hybridize at all to any site of the D. hydei chromosome. 
This sequence thus appears to be absent in D. hydei. 
Since no cloned DNA from locus 2-48 В of D. hydei is available, we could 
not directly determine the presence or absence of this sequence in D. melanogaster 
DNA. We have therefore determined whether such a sequence can be found 
in D. melanogaster heat shock RNA. 'H-labclcd nuclear RNA was extracted 
from heat shocked D. melanogaster tissue culture cells and hybridized to D. 
hvdei chromosomes. Grains were counted over locus 2 32 A, which served as 
Bars in all figures represent 10 μηι. 
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Tabic 1. 
a I[>bridi7alion of D nwlunogaster heal shock RNA to D livch'i chromosomes. D mvlunoçasta 
nuclear heat shock RNA (specific acti\it\ 6 7 χ lO^cpm/Vg) or D Inda nuclear heat shock RNA 
(specific activit) : 3 1 χ IO4 срт/ц§) was hybridized to D Indvi chromosomes as described in Meth­
ods Grain counts (±standard deviation) shown in the table were corrected to 37 davs exposure. 
» indicates the number of nuclei counted 
RNA 
D. melanoga\lei 
D In dei 
Cone 
(cpm/μΙ) 
2 1 χ K)4 
1 Ox 104 
7 5 x l 0 4 
9 4 x IO' 
Grain counts 
Locus 2 32 A 
8 3 ± 2 1 
5.5 г 1 6 
22 1 + 3 0 
1 4 0 ± 4 8 
Locus 2 48 В 
()7
 =
 ()7 
0 61.0 5 
127 ι 1 2 
7 5 ± 3 3 
η 
12 
14 
9 
12 
b Competition between labeled О hi dei RNA and cold nuclear D mehinoi>u\tei RNA D Inde/ 
heat shock nuclear RNA was hybridized at the concentration shown in the Table in the absence 
or presence ol added D піеіапоцимег cold nuclear heat shock RNA to D In dei chromosomes 
as described in \tethod.s. The specific activity of the /) Ли/с/ RNA was 3 7 χ К)4 cpni/pg. exposure 
time was 18 days Gram counts shown ( * standard deviation) arc the average of 1Ü nuclei 
μg D hi dei 
Ml RNA 
μg D melcmogoMer Grain counts 
RNA 
I ocus 2 32 A Locus 2 4S В 
2 8 
28 8 0 
13 0 + 3 0 
"> 6 ± I 4 
128 
122 
ι 2 3 
• 3 2 
10 
10 
a hybridization control, and over locus 2 48 B. As expected, locus 2 32 A 
showed significant labeling with D melanogaxter RNA. However, little label 
was seen over locus 2 48 В (Table la). Similar results were obtained using 
polvsomal RNA (data not shown). When a three /old excess of unlabeled D 
melanogaster heat shock nuclear RNA was added to labeled D. hvdei nuclear 
RNA, grain counts over locus 2 32 A were reduced by about 50% while no 
significant reduction of grain counts over locus 2-48 В was observed (Table 1 b) 
These data cannot rule out the presence of a sequence homologous to the 
nuclear 2 48 В sequence in the D. melanogaster genome, but if such a sequence 
is present, it must be transcribed at a much lower rate than the other heat 
shock loci, while in D. hyciei this transcript is found in a relatively high concentra­
tion in the nucleus of heat shocked cells (Lubscn et al . 1978). 
Cross Hybridization of Heat Shock R.\'A between D. hydei. 
D. neohydei, D. eoli \ dei, and D. repleta 
D. neohydei belongs to the same subgroup as D. Indei. The salivary gland 
chromosome maps are identical (Berendes. 1965). When nuclear heat shock 
RNA from D. hvdei was hybridized to salivary gland chromosomes from D. 
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Tabic 2. 
a Cross h\bridi/alion between D hula and D neolivtlei heat shock loci D ІШІСІ nuclear RNA 
(sa. I 4x 10'cpm^g) was hybridized at 1 3x lO'cpm^g. while D neohulti nuclear RNA (s.a 
2 0 χ 104 cpm/μΐ) was hybndi/cd at 6 6 χ IO4 cpm/μΙ 1 xposure time was 31 days Grain counts 
shown are the average ( ± standard deviation) of 20 nuclei 
Source of Grain counts 
RNA 
D In del D neohuh'i η 
2 12 A 2 48 В 32 A/48 В 2 32 A 2848 В 32 Л/48 В 
D In ilei 28 8 ± 5 3 18 2 ± 3 2 16 20 2 + 3 0 111 + 16 18 20 
D neoinda 2 7 3 ± 5 6 2 1 5 ± 2 8 13 145 + 29 144 + 28 10 20 
b Cross hybridization between D li\dei. D eolndei and D іеріеиі heat shock loci D livdet nuclear 
heat shock RNA (sa 7 χ ΙΟ' cpm/^g) was hybndi/cd to D Indei, D eolndei. or D repleta chromo­
somes al 3 8 χ H)4 cpiTi/μΙ bxposure time was 79 days Grain counts shown are the average ( + 
standard deviation) of the number of nuclei counted shown under η 
Chromosomes 
/λ In dei 
D eolndei 
D. repleta 
Grain counts 
2 32 A 
29 4 ± 7 1 
20 0
 =
 6 3 
21 I i 7 4 
2 48 В 
28 7 ± 6 1 
13 2 ± 5 8 
0 8 ± l 0 
32 A/48 В 
1 0 
1 5 
28 9 
η 
14 
20 
11 
iH'ohydei, the hybridization pattern obtained was identical with that obtained 
when D. hydei chromosomes were used (Table 2a). Similarly, when nuclear 
RNA extracted from heat shocked D. neohydei primary cultures was hybridized 
to cither D. hydei or D. neohydei chromosomes, the same hybridization patterns 
were obtained. Clearly, there is extensive homology between the heat shock 
loci of D. hydei and D. neohydei. D. eohydei also belongs to the hydei subgroup 
but is somewhat more distantly related to D. hydei than D. neohydei: Interspecies 
hybrids can still be obtained, but in a very low yield (Hennig, 1978). The 
polytcne chromosome maps are still identical (Bcrendcs, 1965). When D. hydei 
nuclear RNA was hybridized to D. eohydei chromosomes, locus 2-32 A was 
relatively more strongly labeled than locus 2 48 B. while the same RNA prepa­
ration gave an approximately equal labeling of these loci on D. hvdei chromo­
somes (Fig. 2, Table 2 b). These data indicate that either the sequence at the 
2-48 В loci have diverged more than the 2 32 A sequences, or that there are more 
gene copies at the 2- 32 A locus of D. eolndei than in D. hydei. At present we can­
not distinguish between these two alternatives. In any case, some divergence in 
heat shock sequences has occurred. 
D. hydei, D. neohydei. and D. eolndei all belong to the hvdei subgroup 
of the repleta group, while D. repleta belongs to the mekmopalpa subgroup 
of the repleta group and is more distantly related. Nevertheless, the polylene 
chromosome maps can be homologized and the heat shock puffs are located 
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Fig. 2a-c. Hybridization of nuclear heat shock RNA from D. /mici to /). hrdei, D. eohytlei and 
D. ruplcni chromosomes a /) eohydei: b D. Inda, с O. repleta Locus 2 32 A or 2 5 D {long 
arni» ) and locus 2 48 В or 2 A 1 {short arra» ) are indicated for the conditions of hybridization. 
see legend to Table 2 b 
at the same sites (Berendes. 1965). When the sequence homology of these loei 
is tested by hybridizing nuclear D. hydei heat shock RNA to D. repleta chromo­
somes, locus 2 D5. homologous to locus 2 32 A. shows strong hybridization, 
while locus 2 Al, homologous to locus 2 48 B, shows no hybridization at 
all (Fig. 2, Table 2b). Thus, although these loci are cytologicalh homologous. 
they contain different DNA sequences. 
Cross Hybridization of Heat Shock RNA 
between D. hydei and D. virilis 
D. hydei and D. virilis are too distantly related to allow one to homologize 
the various heat shock puffs merely on the basis of the chromosomal banding 
pattern. To analyze the sequence homologies of the heat shock transcripts, 
we started therefore by hybridizing nuclear and cytoplasmic RNA extracted 
from heat shocked D. virilis primary culture cells to D. hydei chromosomes. 
We quantitated the grain counts over locus 2 32 A and 2 48 B. As seen in 
Table 3 (and illustrated in Fig. 3 b). significant hybridization was seen over 
locus 2 32 A but few grains were present at locus 2 48 B. When these RNA 
preparations were hybridized to the D. virilis chromosomes, three sites of strong 
hybridization were seen, all on the second chromosome: locus 29 C. locus 23 H, 
and locus 20 CD. Locus 29 С and 20 CD are heat shock loci (Poluektova et al.. 
1978; Evgen'ev et al., 1978; Gubenko and Baricheva. 1979). The hybridization 
to these two sites is shown in Fig. 3a and quantitated in Table 3. By in situ 
hybridization of cRNA from subclone 232.1 we confirmed the suggestion of 
Evgen'ev et al. (1978) that the D. virilis locus 29 С is the equivalent of the 
D. melanogaster loci 87 A/C and thus also of the D. hydei locus 2-32 A (Fig. 4a). 
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Table Л. С ross hybridization between /), hydei and D units heal shock loci D hydei nuclear 
RNA was hybridized at 6.3 χ IO4 cpm/μΐ. the specific activity was l.4x lO^cpm/^ig. while D cirilh 
nuclear RNA had a specific activity of Ι Ο χ lü4cpm/ng and was hybridized at 1 2x 10^  cpm/μΐ. 
Ο ι min cytoplasmic RNA (sa 1 Ο χ ΙΟ4 cpm/ng) was hvbndized al 9.0 χ IO4 cpm/μΙ. Grain counts 
(±standard deviation) were corrected to 40 days exposure time η indicates the number of nuclei 
counted 
Chro-
somes 
lì Indu 
D ι mils 
ί) milis 
RNA (nam counts 
/) hydei 
32 A 
nuclear 29.9 + 6.0 
nuclear 17.1 ±3.9 
I2S + 29 
cytoplasmic 
48 В 
13 3 + 6.2 
3.4±2.0 
1 7±1.0 
12 \ 48 В 
5.0 
7.4 
11 
10 
io 
20 
/) mills 
29 С 
18.4 + 3.8 
17 6 + 4 9 
18.0±4.3 
20 CD 
2.3 ±1.3 
23.3 + 4.9 
24.2±2.7 
29 С 20 CD π 
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Fig. 3a-c. Cross hybridization of heat shock RNA between D hydei and D virilis. л D imln 
nuclear heat shock RNA to D virilis chromosomes, b D cirilis nuclear heat shock RNA to 
D IÌMICÌ chromosomes, с D hydei nuclear heat shock RNA to D. milis chromosomes. Conditions 
of hybridization are described in the legend to Table 3. the long arrow indicates the loci 2 32 A 
or 29 С . the short arrow points to locus 2 48 В or 20 CD 
Locus 23 Η v\as identified as the hislon locus by hybridization with cRNA 
of /h22. which contains the sea urchin histon genes (Schaffner et al., 1976) 
(Fig. 4b). The strong hybridization of D. virilis heat shock RNA to the third 
site, locus 20 CD. is reminiscent of the properties of the 2 48 В transcript. 
and this locus is indeed the heat shock puff of D. virilis that is. on cytological 
grounds, most likely to be homologous to locus 2 48 В of D. hydei (see Discus­
sion). 
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Fig. 4a and b. Localisation of cRNA 
fromsubclone 232.1 (D. melanogaster 
87 С DNA) and ;.h22 (histon DNA) on 
D. oirilis chromosomes, a cRNA from 
232.1 at 1.2 χ 10" cpm/μΐ. Exposure 
time was 36 days, b cRNA from /h22 at 
1.2x IO5 cpm/μΙ. Exposure time was 
36 days 
We have also hybridized nuclear heat shock RNA from D. hydei to D. 
virilis chromosomes. As we have shown previously (Lubsen et al., 1978), nuclear 
heat shock RNA shows strong hybridization only at three sites of the D. hydei 
chromosomes: 2-32 A, 2-48 В and 3-59 A (the histon locus), Since the homologs 
of two of these loci in D. virilis are known, this RNA preparation can be 
used to probe for the presence of a third site of strong hybridization of the 
D. virilis chromosomes, which would be indicative of a homolog of locus 2-48 B. 
However, no such hybridization at a third site was detected, hybridization 
was found only on loci 29 С and 23 H. Although the putative homolog of 
the D. hydei locus 2-48 B, locus 20 CD, showed little hybridization, we quantitat-
ed the grain counts over that site and compared these with the number of 
grains over locus 29 С (Table 3). Only the hybridization to the latter locus 
was significant, not that to locus 20 CD. Thus, if locus 2-48 В and locus 20 CD 
are indeed homologs, as they appear to be from their cytology, then they 
do not contain similar DNA sequences. 
Discussion 
Since D. melanogaster does not contain a heat shock locus that is cytologically 
similar to locus 2-48 В of D. hydei, it is perhaps not surprising that little 
hybridization of D. melanogaster heat shock RNA to this site is seen. 
Sequence correspondence would be expected to exist between the cytologi­
cally very similar loci 2-48 В of D. hydei. D. neohydei and D. eohydei and 
locus 2-A1 of D. repleta and 20 CD of D. virilis. This, however, is not found. 
We find complete correspondence of the 2-48 В heat shock loci only when 
D. hydei and D. neohydei are compared. Heat shock RNA from D. hydei already 
shows less hybridization to locus 2-48 В of D. eohydei, while no hybridization 
is found to the putative homologs of 2-48 В in D. repleta and D. virilis. This 
latter conclusion rests partially on the assignment of gene homology on the 
basis of corresponding banding patterns of the polytene chromosomes. This 
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procedure is jutified for the members of one subgroup (such as D. hydei, D. 
neohydei, and D. eohydei). but becomes more hazardous when members of 
one group are compared: Berendes (1965) has shown that the heat shock puff 
located at locus 2 36 A in D. hydei is probably translocated to locus 2 26 В 
in D. mcrcatorum, but no corresponding change in banding pattern could be 
seen at that site. In the same study, Berendes compared D. hydei and D. repleta 
and concluded that in this case the heat shock loci were located cytologically 
in the same chromosomal regions. The assumption that the D. hydei locus 
2-48 В corresponds to the D. virili.s locus 20 CD is based upon several facts: 
both contain complex RNP particles (Derksen. 1975; Swift. 1959), both are 
inducible by vitamin B6 (Leenders et al., 1973: Derksen, 1975; Gubenko and 
Baricheva, 1979) and both are closely linked to the ebony locus (Evgen'ev et al., 
1978; Lubsen, impubi.). 
It might be argued that the locus 2 48 В sequence does exist in D. virili.s·, 
but that it is not located at the expected site, namely 20 CD. Since we find 
little hybridization of D. virili.s heat shock RNA to locus 2-48 В of D. hydei, 
this possibility is unlikely, unless the sequence is not transcribed during a heat 
shock. A similar argument can be made against the presence of the D. virili.s 
20 CD sequence in D. hydei: If it is present, it is not transcribed, otherwise 
hybridization of D. hydei heat shock RNA to locus 20 CD would be seen. 
Thus, there seem to be two classes of heat shock RNA: one class codes 
for the major heat shock proteins and shows close sequence homology between 
various species. For example, the protein coding sequence of the D. me/anoga.ster 
loci 87 A/C is found also in members of the repleta group and in D. virili.s. 
Similarly, the coding sequences of the D. melanogaster loci 95 D and 63 ВС 
are easily detected in D. hydei. The second class of heat shock transcripts 
shows little sequence homology, even between closely related species. Examples 
of this class are the iß sequences of locus 87 С of D. melanogaster, the nuclear 
transcript of locus 2 48 В of D. hydei and presumably the RNA produced 
by locus 20 CD of D. virili.s. They do have in common that they do not appear 
to function as mRNA: A protein product of the a/i sequences of locus 87 С 
could not be detected either genetically (Ish-Horowicz et al., 1979) or biochemi­
cally (Livak et al.. 1978). while the nuclear location of the 2 48 В RNA precludes 
a mRNA function. The role of these RNA species in the heat shock response 
is unknown. 
Besides the nuclear RNA. a second, probably mRNA, transcript from locus 
2-48 В of D. hydei has been detected (Lubsen et al., 1978; Sondermeijer and 
Lubsen. 1979). This transcript contributes at most 20% of the grain density 
found over locus 2 48 В after in situ hybridization of nuclear heat shock RNA 
(Lubsen et a l , 1978) and would therefore have gone undetected in the present 
study. It is quite possible that the various loci which show no homology when 
the nuclear 2 48 В sequence is considered, all contain this mRNA sequence 
and would show homology if the mRNA sequence could be studied. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
RNA products from locus 2-48B 
Gene activity in Drosophila may be experimentally induced, for in-
stance by increasing the temperature from 25° to S^CSuch a heat 
shock treatment interferes drastically with the normal metabolism and 
causes a specific response at different levels in the cell (see in-
troduction). It was our purpose to investigate those heat shock in-
duced processes which occur at the level of RNA and protein synthesis. 
During the course of the work presented here we became primarily in-
terested in the behavior of one specific site in the genome of D. 
hydei, namely locus 2-48B. The activity of this locus after heat shock 
can be visualized as a puff on the polytene chromosome of larval sali-
vary glands. In this puff complex RNP particles are found, which are 
best seen after induction with vitamin B6. A 40S RNA species, which 
can be isolated from this puff by micromanipulation, may be a compo-
nent of the complex RNP particle. As yet, nor the RNP particle, nor 
the 40S RNA have been biochemically purified since salivary glands 
are not a very suitable tissue to isolate RNA or RNP from due to 
the presence of mucopolysaccharides. 
However, the heat shock response is shown by all tissues, including 
the cultured cell lines. This specific complex RNP particle can thus 
also be found in the nucleus of heat-shocked diploid cells. Analysis 
of the heat shock induced RNA transcripts complementary to 2-48B (chap-
ter III) shows that in cultured cells some of these sequences are found 
only in the nucleus since in in situ hybridization, polysomal RNA could 
compete with only 20% of the nuclear RNA. Both RNA species are polyade-
nylated and the cDNAs copied from these RNAs probably differ in se-
quence (chapter VI). These data are consistent with the synthesis of a 
40S RNA at locus 2-48B, although we have as yet not been able to detect 
such a large RNA in the nucleus of cultured cells. Hybridization ex-
periments with cDNA (chapter VI) suggest that the organization of the 
nuclear RNA is complex. If one assumes a· unique 40S transcript contai-
ning one poly-A tail at the 3' end, then a consistent difference in hy-
bridization intensity should have been found when one compares in vivo 
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labelled nuclear and polysomal RNA with their corresponding cDNAs, 
since the 9S cDNA contains only 10% or less of the sequence of this 
presumptive nuclear RNA. However, no such difference is seen and thus 
the nuclear RNA sequence must be repetitive unless cDNA synthesis is 
primed internally due to secondary structures in the RNA molecule. An­
other alternative is that the 40S transcript is rapidly processed to 
smaller RNAs which are subsequently polyadenylated. This processing 
may well be blocked in the puff after vitamin B6 induction, thus yiel­
ding the 40S RNA which is found in 2-48B puffs isolated from sali­
vary gland nuclei. Whether the 40S transcript is a multi-repeat of a 
single short sequence or whether it is composed of several non-iden­
tical sequences cannot be decided from the results presented in this 
thesis. Recently, all heat shock genes have been cloned via cDNA pre­
pared from polysomal as well as nuclear heat shock RNA but, unfortu­
nately, no data were available at the time this thesis was written. 
The function of the nuclear 2-48B transcripts is unknown, and any 
hypothesis is limited by the fact that the sequences are relative 
unstable from a evolutionary point of view (chapter VII). The indu­
ced synthesis of nuclear transcripts is not just some peculiar property 
of locus 2-48B in D. hydei. Apart from the closely related species 
D. neohydei and D. eohydei, in which a more or less identical 2-48B 
RNA sequence can be detected, we have also found large transcripts 
at the homologous heat shock site in D. virilis. However, the se­
quence of this locus must have diverged largely or even been repla­
ced by other ones since no cross hybridization with 2-48B in D. hydei 
is observed. Also in D. melanogaster, non protein coding sequences 
are transcribed from the heat shock loci. For instance locus 87C 
contains, apart from the sequence coding for the major heat shock 
polypeptide, the so-called αβ-elements, which belong to a family 
of multi-dispersed repetitive elements. These sequences are trans­
cribed during heat shock and have been suggested to have a regula­
tory function in the synthesis of the heat shock proteins. Recently 
it has been reported that even the presumptive homolog of 2-48B in 
D. melanogaster, locus 93D, produces complex RNA transcripts which 
remai-n in the nucleus, although it has already been shown (chapter 
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VII) that there exists no sequence correspondence between these two 
loci. 
Besides the nuclear transcript an additional RNA can be detected 
(chapter III) which hybridizes to 2-48B and probably functions as a 
messenger, coding for a minor heat shock protein since the concentra-
tion of this RNA is relatively low compared to those transcribed from 
2-32A or 2-36A. From the data presented in chapter VII it cannot be 
concluded whether the gene coding for this cytoplasmic 2-48B RNA is 
conserved in evolution although one would expect it to be as stable 
as other protein coding heat shock sequences. 
In summary, the heat shock induced RNA transcripts from locus 2-48B 
are shown to be a complicated phenomenon from a structural, a func-
tional and an evolutionary point of view. Further elucidation of these 
problems could be achieved when cloned fragments of these sequences 
are available. 
Heat shock response and the effect on protein synthesis 
In chapter V the results are presented of the in vitro translation 
of heat shock RNA: the synthesis of all major heat shock polypeptides 
was stimulated in vitro by RNA species present in the polysomes of 
heat shocked embryos and cultured cells. 
Some tissue specific differences were found which mainly concern the 
small polypeptides with a molecular weight of 20,000 and 25,500 
dalton. Two-dimensional analysis of the heat shock proteins also re-
vealed the presence of minor products some of which migrated close 
to a major polypeptide. These were found in vivo as well as in vitro. 
Still, this does not exclude the possibility that a heat shock pro-
tein is partially modified after translation, thereby producing its 
satellites. Recently we tested the occurrence of in vivo phosphoryl-
ation and acetylation, however, in both cases the results did not 
show such a post-translational modification of the heat shock pro-
teins. Therefore it seems most likely that separate RNA species code 
for these closely related polypeptides which implies that the genes 
from which these RNAs are transcribed must be polymorphic. It may 
be mentioned here, that minor differences in the RNA sequence, even 
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a single base substition, can be sufficient to explain the shift in 
migration of these satellites on two-dimensional patterns. 
Not only do a number of newly synthesized messengers appear but they 
are also translated preferentially during heat shock. Especially in 
salivary glands, it has been shown that the heat shock proteins are 
the major products synthesized during heat shock. However, from the 
data presented in chapter V it should be concluded that this effect 
in cultured cells is not as prominent as in glands. For instance, the 
cell-free translation of heat shock and control RNA shows that many 
of the species present at 25°C still can be found in the polysomes 
at 37CC, probably being poorly translated in vivo. Also the hybri-
dization with cDNA, of which the data are presented in chapter VII, 
strongly indicate that the heat shock sequences will account for less 
than 10% of the total mRNA population in the polysomes at 37°C. This 
is in marked contrast with the situation in D. melanogaster in which 
a more stringent translational response is observed not only in sali-
vary qlands but also in some of the cultured cell lines. 
Proteins coded for by the heat shock loci 
The results presented in chapter V and VI suggest a correlation be-
tween specific heat shock loci and the products they code for. The 
20S RNA fraction, containing sequences homologous to locus 2-32A, 
2-36A and 4-81B, directs the synthesis of the 70,000 and 67,000 dal-
ton polypeptides. The 13S RNA fraction, coding for the low molecular 
weight bands, shows hybridization to locus 4-85B and to some extent 
to locus 2-32A. 
Unambiguously, these data and additional results on hybrid-arrested 
translation with cloned fragments of the heat shock loci have shown 
that the temperature induced sites, seen as puffs on the polytene 
chromosomes, each produce messenger RNA which codes for one of the 
heat shock proteins. The only exception to this rule is locus 2-48B 
of which the majority of the RNA transcript remains in the nucleus. 
In chapter IV we have found a correlation between locus 2-36A and 
the 70,000 molecular weight protein. However, our conclusions may 
have been somewhat premature since the interpretation of the data 
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assumed that the 67,000 molecular weight band contained only one poly-
peptide. Recent data from our laboratory have demonstrated that this 
band is composed of at least five polypeptides with small differences 
in isoelectric point. Furthermore, peptide mapping has shown that 
three of these have an almost identical amino acid sequence, while 
the other two resemble the first ones only in some part of their se-
quence. Therefore, it should also be possible to discriminate between 
the two sets of RNA species coding for these proteins. Such a situ-
ation has indeed been found in D. melanogaster for locus 87A/C and 
95D, which showed about 15% divergence in their coding regions. 
Cloned fragments of these two loci in D. melanogaster also hybridize 
in situ to the respective heat shock sites in D. hydei, namely locus 
2-32A and 2-36A. However, both also showed consistent cross hybri-
dization as is demonstrated in chapter VII. The sequence homology 
between RNAs transcribed from these loci does not extent throughout 
the 3' end of the message, since plasmids constructed via the cDNA 
procedure do not show any cross-hybridization between 2-32A and 
2-36A. Although the final evidence will have to be obtained from 
hybrid-arrested translation, it seems most likely that locus 2-32A 
and 2-36A will each produce a set of related messengers which to-
gether will code for all 67,000 molecular weight proteins. 
Our previous suggestion in chapter IV, that 2-36A would code for 
the 70,000 molecular weight protein, therefore was not correct and 
in fact it has recently been shown that this polypeptide is encoded 
by locus 4-81B. This locus was found to be active also in control 
tissue culture cells (although perhaps not in control salivary 
glands , chapter VI) which means that the protein it codes for is 
present in control cells and may have an essential function in me-
tabolism or development. Therefore, the concentration of this 
70,000 molecular weight polypeptide in the original fraction used 
for raising the antibodies (chapter IV) must have been high enough 
to be antigenic which explains the specific reaction of the anti-
serum with the 70,000 molecular weight polypeptide (fig. 2, chapter 
IV). One would expect therefore to also have seen an increase in 
grain counts over locus 4-81B in this experiment. However, the grain 
density over this locus is low and was thus not analyzed. 
In summary, it can be concluded from the data presented in this 
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thesis that the heat shock induced genes produce messengers which 
code for the heat shock proteins, with the exception of locus 2-48B 
which primarily codes for RNA that remains in the nucleus. Cloned 
fragments of these particular nuclear transcripts will elucidate 
their structure and perhaps also their function in the heat shock 
response. 
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SAMENVATTING EN CONCLUSIES 
RNA producten van locus 2-48B 
In Drosophila kunnen genen experimenteel geïnduceerd worden door 
bijvoorbeeld de temperatuur te verhogen van 25° С naar 370C.Een der­
gelijke heat shock behandeling verstoort het normale metabolism in 
ernstige mate en leidt tot een specifieke respons op een aantal ni-
veau's binnen de cel. Het doel van het hier beschreven onderzoek was 
na te gaan welke heat shock geïnduceerde processen plaatsvinden met 
name op het niveau van RNA en eiwit synthese. Naarmate het werk vor-
derde werd de aandacht steeds meer gericht op specifiek één plaats 
van het D. hydei genoom, namelijk locus 2-48B. De activiteit van dit 
locus na een heat shock behandeling is microscopisch zichtbaar als 
een puff in de polytene chromosomen van larvale speekselkliercellen. 
Met name na inductie met vitamine B6 worden corrmlexe RNP partikels 
in deze puff gevonden. Bovendien kan in door micromanupulatie geïso-
leerde puffs een 40S RNA aangetoond worden dat mogelijk een on-
derdeel vormt van dit RNP partikel. Geen van beiden is tot op heden 
biochemisch gezuiverd omdat uit speekselklieren om praktische rede-
nen moeilijk RNA of RNP geïsoleerd kan worden. 
Andere weefsels, inclusief de permanente cellijnen, vertonen in 
principe dezelfde respons tijdens een heat shock behandeling. Van-
daar dat het voor locus 2-48B specifieke RNP partikel ook in geïn-
duceerde diploide cellen gevonden wordt. Analyse van de tijdens heat 
shock afgelezen RNA's in weefselkweekcellen, toonde aan (hoofdstuk 
III) dat een gedeelte van de aan locus 2-48B complementaire sequen-
ties de kern niet verlaat. Beide RNA's worden gepolyadenyleerd en 
waarschijnlijk zijn er verschillen in de sequenties van de copie 
DNA's van kern en polysomaal RNA (hoofdstuk VI). Op zich zijn deze 
gegevens in overeenstemming met de synthese vaneen40S RNA in puff 
2-48B, alhoewel we tot nog toe geen RNA van een dergelijke grootte 
in de kern van weefselkweekcellen hebben kunnen vinden. 
De resultaten van de cDNA hybridisaties doen vermoeden dat het kern 
RNA een complexe organisatie bezit. Indien we veronderstellen dat 
er een uniek 40S RNA afgelezen wordt met slechts één poly-A staart 
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aan het 3' einde dan zou eenduidelijk verschil in de mate van hybri-
disatie gevonden moeten worden wanneer in vivo gemerkt kern en po-
lysomaal RNA met de overeenkomstige cDNA's vergeleken worden omdat 
het 9S cDNA in dit geval slechts 10% van de sequentie van het voor-
onderstelde kern RNA bevat. 
Aangezien een dergelijk verschil niet gevonden wordt moet het RNA 
repetitief zijn vooropgesteld dat de synthese van cDNA niet intern 
geïnitieerd wordt als gevolg van secondaire structuren in het RNA 
molecuul. Een mogeliik alternatief is dat het 40S transcript snel 
verwerkt wordt tot een aantal kleinere RNA's die vervolgens gepoly-
adenyleerd worden. Deze processing zou geremd worden indien de in-
ductie plaats vindt met 0.05 M vitamine B6 waardoor het 40S RNA 
zich in de puff kan ophopen. Aan de hand van de hier beschreven 
resultaten kan niet uitgemaakt worden of het grote kerntranscript 
is opgebouwd uit zichzelf repeterende korte sequenties dan wel uit 
meerdere niet-identieke sequenties. Dit is overigens een van de 
redenen geweest om de heat shock genen via hun cDNA's te doneren. 
Helaas waren destijds de resultaten hiervan nog niet voldoende uit-
gewerkt om nog in dit proefschrift besproken te kunnen worden. 
De funktie van het 2-48B kerntranscript is op dit moment nog onbe-
kend. Het enige wat in dit verband opgemerkt zou kunnen worden, is 
dat deze sequenties evolutionair gezien niet stabiel zijn (hoofd-
stuk VII). Overigens is de synthese van een kerntranscript zeker 
niet specifiek voor locus 2-48B in D. hydei. Afgezien van de nauw-
verwante soorten D. neohydei en D. eohydei, waar min of meer iden-
tieke 2-48B RNA sequenties gevonden worden, bleek ook het homologe 
locus in D. virilis een groot kerntranscript te produceren. De 
sequentie van dit locus moet echter in hoge mate gedivergeerd zijn 
of mogelijk door een ander vervangen omdat geen kruishybridi-
satie met 2-48B in D. hydei kan worden waargenomen. Ook in D. mela-
nogaster worden niet voor eiwit coderende sequenties van de heat 
shock genen afgelezen. Locus 87C b.v., bevat naast de sequentie 
voor het belangrijkste heat shock polypeptide ook nog de z.g. <x(i-
elementen. Deze verspreid in het genoom voorkomende gerepeteerde 
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sequenties worden eveneens gedurende de heat shock afgelezen en er zijn 
suggesties gedaan als zouden zij een regulerende functie hebben in 
de synthese van de heat shock eiwitten. Onlangs nog is gevonden dat 
ook het waarschijnlijk homologe locus voor 2-48B in D. melanogaster, 
locus 93D codeert voor complexe RNA's die de kern niet verlaten, waar-
bij opgemerkt dient te worden dat er, zoals aangetoond is in hoofdstuk 
VII, geen sequentie homologieen bestaan tussen deze twee loei. 
Afgezien van het kerntranscript werd nog een tweede RNA gevonden 
(hoofdstuk III) dat hybridiseerde op 2-48B en waarschijnlijk een van 
de boodschapper RNA's is die coderen voor de minder prominente heat 
shock eiwitten omdat de concentratie van dit RNA relatief laag is 
vergeleken met die afkomstig van 2-32A of 2-36A. Aan de hand van de 
resultaten in hoofdstuk VII kan niet uitgemaakt worden of dit cyto-
plasmatische 2-48B RNA in de evolutie geconserveerd is gebleven al-
hoewel de verwachting is dat het net zo stabiel is als de andere 
eiwitcoderende heat shock sequenties. 
Samengevat, volgt hieruit dat de heat shock geïnduceerde RNA's van 
locus 2-48B qua structuur, functie en evolutionair gedrag een gecom-
pliceerd fenomeen vormen. Vandaar dat gedoneerde fragmenten van 
deze sequenties in feite onmisbaar zijn om deze problemen op te 
kunnen lossen. 
Het effect van heat shock op de eiwitsynthese 
In hoofdstuk V zijn de resultaten beschreven van de in vitro trans-
latie van heat shock RNA: de synthese van de belangrijkste heat shock 
polypeptides werd gestimuleerd door RNA's geïsoleerd uit de polysomen 
van heat shock behandelde embryos of weefselkweekcellen. 
Er werden enkele weefselspecifieke verschillen gevonden met name be-
treffende de polypeptides met een molecuul gewicht van 20.000 en 
25.000 dalton. Twee-dimensionaIe analyse van de heat shock Produkten 
liet zien dat sommige van de eiwitten op dit soort patronen opsplit-
sen in een aantal meer of minder geconcentreerde polypeptides die 
zeer nauwverwant aan elkaar zijn. Alhoewel dit verschijnsel met in 
vivo incubaties en met in vitro translaties gevonden werd, kan niet 
uitgesloten worden dat een heat shock protein na vertaling gemodifi-
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ceerd zou worden om aldus een of meerdere satellieten op te leveren. 
Experimenten waarbij met name naar in vivo phosphorylering en ace-
tylering werd gekeken hebben onlangs uitgewezen dat de heat shock 
eiwitten in dat opzicht niet gemodificeerd worden na vertaling. Het 
meest waarschijnlijke is daarom dat er verschillende RNA's zijn die 
elk coderen voor een van de nauvverwante polypeptides hetgeen tevens 
betekent dat de genen waar deze RNA's van worden afgelezen polymorfie 
zouden moeten vertonen. In dit verband kan nog opgemerkt worden dat 
minimale sequentie verschillen, zelfs substitutie van een enkele 
base, voldoende kunnen zijn om het migratieverschil van satelliet 
Produkten op twee dimensionale patronen te verklaren. 
Een heat shock induceert de synthese van een aantal nieuwe boodschap-
per RNA's en bovendien worden deze RNA's preferentieel vertaald ge-
durende de behandeling. Met name in speekselklieren zijn de heat shock 
eiwitten de belangrijkste Produkten die aangemaakt worden. De resul-
taten beschreven in hoofdstuk V wijzen echter uit dat dit effect in 
weefselkweekcellen minder is dan in speekselklieren. De in vitro 
translatie van heat shock en controle RNA laat zien dat een groot 
gedeelte van de boodschappers aanwezig bij 250C terug gevonden wordt 
in de polysemen bij 370C, alhoewel zij dan waarschijnlijk minder ef-
ficient vertaald worden. Ook de resultaten verkregen met cDNA hybri· 
disaties (hoofdstuk VII) geven aan dat de heat shock sequenties niet 
meer dan 10% uitmaken van detotalemRNA populatie in de Polysomen op 
37°C. In dit opzicht is er een duidelijk verschil met D. melanogaster 
waar een meer stringent translatie effect in sommige van de cellijnen 
wordt waargenomen. 
De heat shock loei en hun eiwitprodukten 
In hoofdstuk V en VI zijn de resultaten beschreven aan de hand waar-
van een correlatie gevonden kan worden tussen de heat shock loei en 
de Produkten waarvoor zij coderen. De 20S RNA fractie bevat enerzijds 
sequenties die homoloog zijn aan locus 2-32A, 2-36A en 4-81B en co-
deert anderzijds voor de 70.000 en 67.000 dalton polypeptides. De 13S 
RNA fractie codeert voor de laag moleculaire eiwitten en hybridiseert 
met locus 4-85B en in enigermate met locus 2-32A. Aan de hand van 
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deze resultaten, in combinatie met de gegevens verkregen met de hybri-
de-arrested translaties is komen vast te staan dat van elk van de heat 
shock genen, zichtbaar als puffs in polytene chromosomen, boodschapper 
RNA's worden afgelezen die coderen voor een van de heat shock eiwitten. 
Alleen locus 2-48B vormt in dit opzicht een uitzondering aangezien het 
merendeel van het afgelezen RNA de kern niet verlaat. 
In hoofdstuk IV werd een correlatie gevonden tussen locus 2-36A en het 
70.000 dalton eiwit. Bij nader inzien is deze conclusie misschien wat 
voorbarig geweest omdat er bij de interpretatie van de gegevens vanuit 
is gegaan dat de 67.000 eiwitband uit slechts een polypeptide zou be-
staan. Onlangs is in ons laboratorium aangetoond dat deze band in 
feite minstens vijf polypeptides bevat die onderling kleine verschil-
len in isoelectrisch punt vertonen. Bovendien heeft peptide mapping 
uitgewezen dat drie van deze polypeptides een practisch identieke 
aminozuurvolgorde hebben terwijl de andere twee slechts een gedeelte-
lijke overeenkomst hiermee vertonen. Op grond hiervan zou men ook de 
twee RNA soorten, die voor deze polypeptides coderen, moeten kunnen 
onderscheiden. Inderdaad doet een dergelijke situatie zich voor bij 
locus 87A/C en 95D in D. melanogaster. Gedoneerde genoom fragmenten 
van deze twee loei in D. melanogaster hybridiseren in situ ook met 
de overeenkomstige heat shock loei in D. hydei, n.l. 2-32A en 2-36A. 
Daarnaast vertonen beiden echter ook een duidelijke kruishybridisatie 
zoals aangetoond is in hoofdstuk VII. De sequentie homologie tussen 
de RNA's afgelezen van deze loei geldt in ieder geval niet voor het 
3' einde van de boodschappers, omdat recombinanten geconstrueerd via 
de cDNA procedure geen kruishybridisatie vertonen tussen 2-32A en 
2-36A. Alhoewel het definitieve bewijs met behulp van hybride-arres-
ted translatie geleverd zal moeten worden, lijkt het zeer waarschijn-
lijk dat locus 2-32A en 2-36A elk een aantal verwante boodschapper 
RNA's produceren die te samen voor de 67.000 dalton polypeptides co-
deren. De suggestie gedaan in hoofdstuk IV als zou locus 2-36A code-
ren voor het 70.000 dalton eiwit, is daarom niet juist. Onlangs is 
aangetoond dat locus 4-81B voor dit eiwit codeert. Dit locus bleek 
ook actief te zijn in controle weefselkweekcellen (hoofdstuk VI) het-
geen zou betekenen dat het eiwit waarvoor het codeert, aanwezig ook 
onder normale condities, een essentiële functie heeft in metabolisme 
of ontwikkeling. De concentratie van het 70.000 dalton polypeptide 
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in de originele fractie waarmee het antilichaam werd opgewekt, zal 
daarom voldoende hoog geweest zijn om anti geen te werken hetgeen 
de specifieke reactie van het antiserum met het 70.000 dalton poly-
peptide verklaar (fig. 2, hoofdstuk IV). Anderzijds had in dat ge-
val ook een toename van de hoeveelheid zilverkorrels over locus 4-81B 
gevonden moeten worden. De korrel dichtheden voor dit locus waren 
echter dermate laag, dat zij niet in de analyse betrokken werden. 
Resumerend, kan uit de hier beschreven experimenten geconcludeerd 
worden dat de door een heat shock geïnduceerde genen boodschapper 
RNA's produceren die coderen voor de heat shock eiwitten, uitgezon-
derd locus 2-48B dat voornamelijk codeert voor kern specifiek RNA. 
Gedoneerde fragmenten van deze buitengewone kerntranscript zullen 
opheldering moeten brengen omtrent hun structuur en misschien ook 
omtrent hun functie in de heat shock response. 
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